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80H00LMASTEB8 AID TEA0HEB8

OP

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND

CrBNTLEMEN,

Having written the present little work with a view

to the more speedy improvement of the agriculture of our common
country, I take the liberty of dedicating it to you. No class of men
possesses in so high a degree the power of promoting an object ao

important to all I am anxious, therefore, to secure, nOt*on1y ' your

willing support, but, if possible, your cordial co-operation also.

The land from which our crops are raised must be renderedmore
productive, if food is to be grown at h&me^or our increasing popuk^

tion. But the produce can be largdy increased only by the applica-

tion of increased knowledge to the culture of the soil ;—and it is the

rising generation now under your care which must possess and

apply this knowledge. Chemistry, as has ' been well said, is now
" the key of agriculture^" You . <^ scarcely render a higher service

to your country, therefore, than by imparting,' along with yonr

other instructions, the rudiments of that kind of knowl<^dge on which

its rural {prosperity must so greatiy depend. Few 'of your pupils

will then escape ifrom your hands so early as nofto have already

learned what may enable Ihem, on some spot or other in after life,

to make two hlddea.o/grasi grow where only one grew be/ore.^*
it

I have the honooi^ to be,

' Gentlemen,

, 1

Your obedient Servant,

JAMES F. W. JOHNSTON.

31x^1



ADVERTISEMENT

TO THE

THIBTT-8EVEHTH EDITIOH.

The extent to which this little Catechism has been circulated in thirty-

ax Buccesflive Editions at home, its translation into nearly every European
language, and its introduction into the schools of Germany, Holland,

Flanders, Italy, Sweden, Poland, and some of the Provinces and States of
South as weH as North America, while it has been gratifying to the

Author, has caused him to take additional pains in improving and adding
to the amount of useful information in the present Edition. By nunjerous

alterations and additions of a practically useful kind, it has been again

brought up to the present state of our rapidly advancing scientific know-
ledge.

Tne Author believes that the country teacher who may introduce this

Catechism into his school will find no difficulty in making his elder classes

anderstand the different subjects which are successively averted to. It

will not be necessary to make them commit the very words of each answer
to memory ; they should be taught rather to make themselves masters of
the matter of each, so as to be able to express the sense of the answers in

words of their own.
On going over the questions for the first time, the pupiPa attention may

be confined to those which the teacher considers most important, or most
applicable to the practice of the neighbourhood in which he lives The
other questions may be taken up on a second perusal, and an occasional

general examination upon the whole bock ^111 fix the matters treated o^
more firmly in the minds of his scholars.

One additional observation the Author*s experience of the working of
this' Catechism induces him to add. The teacher must above all things

bear in mind that it is not Chemistry or Geology^ but Scientific Agriculture^

he is to teach To this idea all his efforts must conform, and all his

teaching of mer ; chemistry must be subordinate. He must also endea-
vour to satisfy the parents of his pupils, in the rural districts, that the kind

of knowledge which this Catechism en^brsjes is not only generally useful

to theniy in common with other classes of society, but that it can be vrac-

Heally applied by them to their daily occupatioriSy and has to them, tnere-

fbre, an actual money-value.
The teacher himself will find further information in the Authors Me-

menta and published Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry and Geology ;

and with one or other of these works, as a help in teaching, he ought to

provide himself;
\j

rt-
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CATECHISM
Of

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY AND 6E0L06Y.

1. What M agriculture t
"^

Agriculture is the art of cuUi?ating the soil.

2. What is the object of thefarmer in cultivating the soil f

The object of the farmer in cultivating the soil, is to raise the

largest crops at the smallest cost, and wiur^he least ii:\)ur7 to the

land

8. What ought the farmer especially to hnow^ in order that h*
may attain this object f

The farmer ought especially to know the nature and compo-
sition of the crops ho raises, of the land on which they grow, and
of the manures which he applies or ought to apply to the land.

4. Has the farmer any oth^r employment than that of raising

crops f

Yes; he rears and fattens stock, and he manufactures butter

and cheese.

6. What ought he further to know that he may conduct these

operations well?

He ought to know the composition of the animal, the kinds of

food it requires, and the composition and properties of milk.

^ BECT. I.- -GENERAL RELATIONS OF THE PLANT, THE SOIL, AND
THE ANIMAL,,

Fig. 1. 6. Of how mmiy principal parts do the

plants the soil^ and the animal
consist f

All plants, soils, and animals consist

of two principal parts—one which burns
away in the fire, called the organic part

;

and one which does not burn away, called

the inorganic or mineral part.

To show this fact in regard to— /• > >

a. The Plant.—Ihe teacher will bum a brt of
straw or wood in vhe caudle (fig. 1), and show
that while the larger part burns away, a
smaller part—the asn—does not burn away.

6. The Soil.—He will heat a portion of soil >to
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rednesM, on • slip ofsheet iron or other
metal, or on the end of a knife (flg.

2). The Hoil will flrHt turn black,

showing the presence of orffanic or
carbonaceous matter, and wul after-

wards assume a grey, brown, or red-

dish colour, as the blackened organic
matter burns away.

), The Animal.--\\ii will take a morsel
of skin, nail, flesh, bone, hair, or
cheese, and burn it in either of the
ways above described, and show that

when all the black matter at first produced is consumed, a portion of in-

combustiblo matter or ash remains behind.

7. What proportion of inorganic or mineral matter do the parts

ofplants usually contain and leave when burned f

The parts of plants seldom leave, when burned, more thap 6 lb.

of ash from every 100 tb. of the dried plant.

100 !b. of dry wood seldbm Iteave more than half a lb. of ash, dry wheat or
Indian com less than 2 lb., dry straw 5 or C lb., dry hay 8 or 9 fi». The
loaf generally contains more mineral matter than the other parts of
plants ; honce the turnip, the potato, and the cabbage give from 10 to 20 !b.

,

and tobacco from Id to 23 S>. ofash fl'om every 1001b. of dry leaf.

8. What proportion of mineral 9natter does dry soil usually leave

when it is turned t

Dry soil usually leaves from 90 to 98 lb. of earthy or mineral

matter when burned.

Peaty soils sometimes contain 60 or *10 per cent, or even more, of combus-
tible vegetable matter, but few of the richest alluvial soils or loams contain
so much as 10 per cent. More usually 4 or Q per cent of organic matter
may be considered as an average proportion.

9. What proportion of mineral matter do dry animal substances

contain and leave when burned f

Some, like dry flesh, skin, and hair, leave only 5 lb. ; others, like

dry bones, leave 50 or 60 fl). of inorganic or mineral matter from
every 100 ft), that are burned.

Thui the plaint usually contains much organic and little mineral matter

—

the soil little organic and much mineral—the animal^ in its soft parts
little, in its hard or solid narts much mineral matter.

JO. Whence do the animal^ the plants and the soil derive their

mineral matter f

The animal derives its mineral matter from the food which it

eats, the plant from the soil on which it grows, and the soil from
the rocks from which it has been formed.

11, Whence do they derive their organic matter f
'

The animal from its food, the plant partly from the soil and
partly from the air, and the soil from the remains of dead plants

and animals that have gradually been mixed with it v i
•
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•HOT. II.—OOMPOUMD SUnHTANOKS OF WHICH THE OUOASIC f\1»f»

OF PLANTS ANU ANIMALH CON8I8TH.

12. Of what eompound bodiea doea tfie organic partu of phnfif

chiejly eontriU f •

Tlio organic subsUnoo of plants chiefly consist** of woody flbrr.

HtArch, gluten, and oil or fat. '
.

*
.

18. What in woody or cellularjilre f

Woody fibre is the RubHtanco which forms the grcator part of all

kinds of wood, straw, hay, chaff, nut-shoUs, &c., and of the.fibres t»f

cotton, flax, hemp, &c.

The teacher muy show the fibres of hemp, of flax, of cotton, of n piece of
wood, or of thill white paper, as vurietiesof celluhir or woody tlbre. They
are insoluble in water, are blackened by Btron}( Hulphuric uuid, and by
nitric acid are conrerted int(» gun> cotton.

14. What is starch f

Starch is a white pow<ler, which forms nearly the M'hole substani^c

of the potato, and about half the weight of oatmeal, Indian-corn

meal, wnoatcn flour, and of the flour of othti kinds of grain culti-

vated for food. (Sec sect, .xviii.)

For the characteristic chemical property of starch, see under /o(/i/>K,

Q. 107, note.

15. What is gluten f

Gluten is a substance like bird-lime, which exists along witli

starch in almost all plants. It may \w
obtained from wheaten Hour, by ma-
king it into a dough, and washing the

dough with water, (fig. 8J
The teacher will here mix flour witJi

water into a dough, and wash the douch
with water on a piece of thin muslin
tied over the mouth of a tumbler or
other largo vessel (fig. 3), or npon 14

fine sieve, and will show how the milky
water carries the sturcli through th<'

' muslin, and leaves the gluten behind

;

"* and how, after a time, the starch settles

at the bottom of the water, in the form of

a white powder.

Is oil or fat found in all

plants?
Yes, it is present in all plants, though it is generally most abun-

dant in their seeds or nuts.

Linseed, rape-seed, hemp-scod, poppy-seed, the castor-oil bean, the walnut
Ac, may be mentioned or shown to the pupil in illustration of this fact.

17. Which of these four suhtances is usually most abundant in

plants f

Woody fibre is the most abundant in the stems of plants, and

Fig. 8.

h-T »«•* X ** AA i\xOil* coona
i^^^\M%^%
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Ir.dian Corn. ^'K* ^' Wlie»t. Barley. ^^ examination of the struc*
tare of seeds shows the
starch to be the roost abun-
dant. Thus, in the follow-
ing figures of the seeds of
Indian corn, wheat and bar-
ley, a shews the position
of the oil> whicb exists in
minute drops, enclosed in
six-sided cells, consisting
chiefly of gluten—ft, the po-

sition and comparative quantity of the starch—c, the germ or (^if, which
contains much gluten.

18. h Htarchfound aho in the roots ofpluntsf
Yes, it exists abundantly in the potato and other similar roots.

The preparation oipotato-starch or flour may be shown by grating a potato
upon a common grater, and washing the grated pnlpopon a sieve. The
sieve will retain the fibrous matter (the cellular or woody fibre), and let

the .starch pass through with the water. This starch is allowed to settle,

is rci>tfatealy washea with water, and is then collected on a cloth and
tlricd. Potato starch now forms an important article of manufacture.

19. Of wimt four substances do the dry solid ]>arts of animals
cJiiefiy consist ?

The dry solid parts of animals cliiefly consist of muscle or flesh,

fat, bone, and skin.

•20. What does the dry muscle or leanflesh consist off
It consists chiefly of blood which colours it, and of a white

librous substance called^5r^/^.

The teacher will show this by taking n piece of fresh lean meat, and wHshing
out the blood in successive portions of water. The^^rtthus obtained
is nearly coIo,urless, but is usually intermixed with a little fat.

I i)peak o^ dry flesh in these questions, because in its natural state 4 lt>.

.'( of fresh lean meat contain 3 %. of water, which it gives off when gently
dried in an oven.' This is about the same proportion of water as is con-
tained in potatoes. (Sec Q. 350.)

21, Has theflbrin of flesh any relation to the gluten of wheat?
U is almost exactly the same thing. ^

22, Does thefat of animals bear any relation to that ofplants ?

A very close relation : the solid fat of olive oil, for example, is

the same substance as the solid fat of the human body.

AIT'natural fats or oils consist of a solid and a liquid part. Thus solid ani-

mal fats, Jikc lard, tallow or butter, and vegetable mts like palm oil, yield

a liquid oil whon submitted to pressure, and leave a solid fat behind. So
(tlive oil, when cooled down, becomes partly solid, and, if pressed in this

.
cold state, yic-ids a fluid oil, and a solid white fat. It is this solid white
fat which is identical with the solid fat of the human body. '

; f

2-'i. What does the organic part of hone and sl'in cons'ist off
It consists, for the most part, of gelatine or glue.

When skin or bones arc boiled long in water, they give solutions, which,
on euoiiug doWii, solidiiy iuto u, strOug jelly Or giue.

24r, What is the most important difference leticeen the or^cnic

part of the plant and that of the animal f
^,

.Mm. *t.
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The most important difference is, that the organic part of the plant

contains a large per-centage of starch, while that of the animal con-

tains none.

SECT. III.—ELEMENTARY BODIES OF WHICH THE COMPOUND
SUBSTANCES CONTAINED IN THE ORGANIC FART OF PLANTS,

ANIMALS, AND SOILS, CONSIST.

25. What do you understand ty a compound^ and what "by a simple

or elementary body f

By a compound body I understand one which can be separated

into two or more other bodies ; by a simple or elementary body, one
which cannot be so separated.

To illustrate this, the teacher may introduce a fragment of wood, starch,

flesh or fat^ into a small tube, and beat it over the flame of a candle, and
show how it changes into water and t&rry matter, which distil forward in

the tube, and a black coally matter, Which remains behind. While, on
the other hand, if he take a bit of sulphur, and so heat it, only sulphur
will be obtained. The former are compound bodies, the latter is simplo
or elementprj.

26. Of what dementary bodies does the organic part of plants^

animalsy and soils chiefly consist ?

The oi^nic part of plants, animals, and soils consists chiefly of
four elementary bodies, known by the names of carbon, hydrogen,

oxygen, and nitrogen, with minute quantities of sulphur and phos-

phorus.

In 1000 lb. of dry clover, for example, the quantity of sulphur amounts to

4 or 5 tt>. only, and that of phosphorus to less than 21'. In animal sub-
stances, the proportions of sulphur and phosphorus are somewhat greater.

27. What is carbon? ;^ ':?-*>, 5- i= ^

Carbon is a solid substance, usually of a black colour, which has
no taste or smell, and which bums more or less rapidly in the fire.

Wood-charcoal, lamp-black, coke, black-lead, and the diamond, are

varieties of carbon.><^
The teacher will here exhibit a piece of charcoal, and show how it burns in
the fire, or in the flame of a candle. He may also draw the attention of his
pupils to the remarkable difference in appearance between charcoal and
the diamond, though their substance is essentially the same. (Q. 78, note.)

28. What is hydrogen ?

Hydrogen is a kind of air or gas which burns in the air, as coal-

gas does, but in which a candle will not bui*n, nor an animal live.

When mixed with common air, iiwill explode, if brought near the
flame of a candle. It is also the lightest of all known substances,

being 14^ times lighter than air.

Here the teacher will take a beer or champagne glass (fig. 5), will put into
it some pieces of zinc or iron filingsi, and pour over them a small quantity
of oil of vitriol (sulphuric acid) duuted with twice its bulk of water, and
will then cover the glass for a few minutes. On putting in a lighted taper
very quickly, an explosion will take place, because the hydrogen produced
in the glass is mixed with common air. He v/iil then repeat ibe same
experiment in a phial, in the cork of which he has introduced a common
gas iet, or a bit of a clay tobacco-pipe (fig. 6). After a short time, when
the hydrogen gas produced has driven out all the common air from the
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bottle, a light may be applied to the
jet, when the|^as will take fire quietly,

and bum with a pale yellow flame.
The cork and jet may now be taken
out of the bottle, and a Kshted taper
introduced into it, (as in na. 6), when
the t^>er will be extinguished, while
the gas itself will take fire and burn
at the mouth of the bottle, where it

is in. contact with the air. Lastly,
if the teacher possesses a small bal-

loon, he may fill it with the gas br
attaching it to the mouth of the bot-

tle ; and may thus show that the gas
is so light that it will carry heavy
bodies up with it through the air.

29. What is oxygen?

Oxygen is also a kind of air or gas. A candle burns in it with
great brilliancy ; animals also live in it. It is sixteen times heavier
than hydrogen gas, and one-ninth part heavier than common air.

Fig. 7. The teacher will here exhibit a bottle ofoxygen gas (fig.

7), and show how rapidly and brilliantfy a lighted
taper, or any other lighted body burns when intro-

duced into it.

The least troublesome mode of preparing oxygen gas is

to rub together in a mortar equal weights of oxide of
manganese and of chlorate of potash, (a white salt to

be obtained at the apothecaries'), to put the mixture
into a common Florence flask, and to apply the lamp
as in fig. 8.

The oxide of manganese employed in the experiment
may be washed out of the flask

after it has cooled, and may
be employed again, with new
chlorate of potash, for any num-
ber of times.

When prepared in this way, the
properties of the gas may be
shown in the flask itself, by in-

troducing a lighted taper, or a
bit of red-hot charcoal fastened
to the end of a wire. Or, if the
teacher wish to collect a bottle

of the gas, he may do so by in-

troducing the mixture into a
retort, and collecting it over
water, as is shown m fig. 9;
or bv fitting a tube and cork
lightly into the flask, as in fig.

14.

The properties of oxygen maj
also be shown without the ne-
cessity of collecting the gas, or
of preparing it in large quantity.

Thus the mixture of chlorate
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Pig. 9.

11

of potash and ox>
ide of mangah-
ese,above describ'
ed, may be put
into an open tube
(fig. 10), and the
flame of a lamp
applied for a few
minutes, when a
bit ofred hot char-
coal, or a match of
which a spark is

still red, wul burn
brilliantly, if in-

troduced at a.

Fig. 10. A very elegant method of preparing the gas
is to put a few grains of pure tea oxiJ* of
mercurjf into the oottom of a test tube, and
to apply the heat of the lamp. Oxygen will

be given off (as can be shown by putting

into the tube a half-kindled match, and
showing how rapidly it burns up), while
metallic mercury will distil off in brilliant

minute globules. This experiment the
teacher may use to illustrate the meaning
of the word rndde, (See Q. 99).

^ 80. What is nitrogen f

Nitrogen is also a kind of air differing

from both the other two. Like hydrogen,
taper will not burn, nor will an animal live in ft ; but, unlike

lydi'ogen, it does noli take fire when brought near the flame of a
indle. It is a little lighter than atmospheric air.

The teacher will here exhibit a bottle of this gas, and show that alighted
taper is extinguished when introduced into it. (Fig 7).

To prepare nitrogen gas, dissolve an ounce ofgreen copperas (called also

green vitriol, or sulphate of iron) in four or five ounces of water, and
pour the solution into a pint or quart bottle, as in fig. 7. Into the bottle

pour also two or three table-spoonfuls ofthe common hartshorn (liquid

ammonia) of the shops. Close it with a tight cork, aud shake it well,

from time to time, for half an hour.
Fig. 11. On gently loosening the cork at each

shaking, air will rush in ; and the
process is complete when such en-

trance of the air becomes insensible.

The air in the bottle is then nearly
pure nitrogen gas, and will extin-

giiish a taper intrj^duced into it.

r the gas may be more quickly
produced by putting into a little

cup over water a bit of phosphorus,
kindling it, and covering it with a
bottle dipping into the water, as in

fig. 11. When the burning ceases,

and the bottle has become cool, the

. water will be found to have risen into

/ it to some height, and the air which
remains to possess the properties of
nitrogen gas.
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tel

81. Do oxygen and nitrogen gcuea exiet in the air vm breathe f

Tes. Five gallons of atmospheric air contain one gallon of oxygen
and nearly four gallons of nitrogen.

It is upon this fact that the process abore given, for preparioff nitroge
from the solution of green vitriol, depends. The olach oxide of iro

thrown down by the ammonia absorbs the oxygen of theair containe
in the bottle, and becomes changed into the red oxide, leaving tb

nitrogen behind. (See Q. 99, note.j

82. What is sulphur ?

Sulphur is a yellow brittle substance, which bums with a pal

blue name, and with a strong, pungent, and peculiar odour.

The telicher will show this flame by bvirning a common sulphur mai
and he will exercise the discriminating powers of his pupils by showin
them that the smell of sulphur itself, perceived by rubDing it, is ver
different from that of burning sulphur, or that of the water of sulphti

springs (Harrowgate, Ac), and yet. that all three are called by the con
mon name oitivlphury or sulphureous smells.

88. What is phosphorus f

Phosphorus is a yellowish waxy substance, which smokes in thj

air, shines in the dark, has a peculiar smell, takes flr6 by mei

rubbing, and burns with a large blight flame, and much whi
smoke. (Q. 104, note.)

If the teacher can show these properties of phosphorus to a boy only onc(

he will never forget them, and especially if he can also bum a ftagmei
of phosphorus in oxygen gas.

It is an interesting fact, that upwards of 200,000 Jb. of phosphorus are use
In London, every year for tne manufacture of lucirer matches. The!
toe tipped with a minute portion of phosphorus, the smell of which ma
be perceived by bringing the match near to the nose. When the mate
is rubbed, this phospnorus takes fire and kindles the sulphur.

84. Do all vegetable and animal sithstances contain thefour elemei

tary bodies—carbon^ hydrogen^ oxygen^ amd nitrogen—wii

traces ofsulphur and phosphorus f

No. The greater number contain only the three substances, ca

bon, hydrogen, and oxygen.

35. Name some of the more common vegetable and animal substai

ces which contain only these three ?

Starch, gum, sugar, oils, fats, and the fibre of wood, contain onlj

these three elements.

36. What vegetable and animal substances contain all the eleme\

tdry bodies we have spoJcen off
The glutefl of wheat, the fibrin of flesh, the curd of milk, tli

white of the egg, and the gelatine of bones, contain all the sil

(Q. 90.) —

*

SECT. IV.—OF THE ORGANIC FOOD OF PLANTS.

37. Do plants requirefood- as animali do *

Yes. AU plants require constant supplies of food, in order th^

they may live and grow. ^
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L ' Where do plants obtain theirfood f i

They obtain it partly from the air and partly firom the soil.

). now do they take in theirfood t

They take it in by their leaves from the air, and by their roots
'«f««ofj'o omttiesoiL

le lea^K tb '• ^^ plants require two distinct hinds offood t ^

'

Yes. They require oi^nio food to support their organic part,

id inorganic food to support their inorganic or mineral part
I. Whence do they obtain their organicfood t

Thev obtain their organic food partly from the air, and partly

*??i!?^- ™!S,¥- ^^ tohatform do plants take their organic foodfrom the air t
.1

.
V . nmr^

j^ ^^ ^^^^^ chiefly of carbonic acid gas.

^*K'^2. 43, What is earUnic acid gas t

It is a kind of air which is with-

out colour, but has a peculiar smell,

and a slightly sour taste. Burning
bodies are extinguished by it, and
animals die in it It is tone-half
heavier than conunon air, renders
lime-water milky, and is taken up
by its own bulk of cold water.

This gas is the canse of the boiling up
of soda water, and of the frothing of
beer, and forms nearly half the weight
of all limestone rocks. The teacher
will prepare carbonic acid ffas by

3four eleme

itrogen—wit\

bstances, ca^j

imal substa,

contain onlj

U the elemer

of milk, tl

n all the si

fTS.

in order tb

gas
pouring either dilute muriatic acid
(spirit of salt) upon bits of limestone,
or vinegar upon the common soda of
the shops, in'a tall covered beer-xlass
(fig. 5), or in a bottle (fig. 7). He will

show

—

1°, That a burning taper is extin-
guished by this gas; but that it does
not, like hydrogen, take fire itself, (fig.

5.)

2°, That it is so heavy that it may
be poured from one glass to another,
(fig. 12.)

8°, That when poured from a large
tumbler glass, a common candle m&y be
put out by it, (fig, 18.)

4° J That' when passed through a de-
coction of red caboage or litmus,' as re-

presented in fig. 14, it reddens the solu-

tion, and is therefore add or tour. (See
Q. 68, note.)
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Fig. 14. 5°, And that, when passed through
clear lime-water (fig. 14), it makes it

milkj, formiD(j{ carhmate of Hme.
Lime*water is m&de by putting a lit-

tle quicklime into a bottle, filling up
with water, corking, shaking, and then
allowing the whole to settle. (Q. 96,
note.)

44. Doen carbonic acid gas form
a large part of the atmos-

pheric air f

No. In 6000 gallons of air there

are only two gallons of carbonic

acid gas.

In the higher regions of the atmosphere the proportion is greater than
this. At the height of 10,000 feet it is nearly twice as much.

The teacher may here task the recollection ofthe boy by askins what the
rest of the air consists of—in what proportions, and so on. (Q. 81). See
also (j. 826, note. .-..^m

45. Do plants drink in much carbonic acidfrom the air f

Yes. ^ey drink in a very large quantity.

46. How ean plants drink in so large a quantity of this gas from
the air^ if the air contain so little f

They spread 'Out their broad thin leaves in great numbers
through tne air, which is always in motion, and thus are able to

suck in the carbonic acid from a large quantity of air at the same
time.

47. SwD do they sueh it inf
By'means"of a great number of small openings or mouths, which

are spread especially over the under surface of the leaf.

• Fig.' 16.

These mouths or ^ores are of different

forms and sizes, and placed at differ-

ent distances in the leaves of different

plants. The annexed woodcut (fig.

16) shows in what way the oval pores

p are distributed on the leaf of the
garden balsam. The waving lines

represent the walls of the leu cells,

as tbe^ appear when flattened under
the microscope.

In the case of leaves thai float upon water,Ahe pores are chiefly upon the
upper side -ofthe lekf. It-is a<Btriking fact to tell a boy that there are no
less than 120,000 of these pores,'oTHttle mouths, on a square inch of the
leaf of the common lilac, or 60,000 on that of the white lily ; and he will

be able to form an idea of the number of these that are at work upon a

great tree, if he is told that upon a single oak tree seven millions ofleaves
have been counted. One or the good effects of a heavy rais Is that it

washes Uie leaves of plants, and keeps these pores open.

48. Do the leaves sucle in this carbonic acid at all times f
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52.

No : only during the daylight. During the night they give off a

quantity or carbonic acid.

40. What does earbonie acid eon»ist of f

Carbonic acid consists of carbon (or charcoal) and oxygen.
Six lb. of carbon and 16 lb. of oxygen form 22 lb. of carbonic Mdd.

50. Sow do you prove this f

By burning charcoal in oxygen gas, when carbonic acid gas will

be formed.

The teacher will make this experiment by introducing at the end of a wire
a piece of red-hot charcoal, or coal-cinder, into a bottle of oxygen gas for

into a flask full of oxygen prepared as in fig. 8), and keeping it there till

the charcoal ceases to bum. He will then show that carbonic acid has
been formed, because a lighted taper introduced into the bottle will be
extinguished, moist litmus paper reddened, or lime-water troubled by
the air it now contains.

51. Does the plant retain hoth the carbon and the oxygen contained

in the earbonie aMd that is absorbed by its leaves 'during the

day?
No. It retains only the carbon, giving off <the oxygenjigaan into

the air. • ?

Mow do you show that the lemes give off this oofygen yas f

Fig. 16. By putting a few green leaves un-
der a large glassful of fresh spring-

water, and setting them out in the

sunshine, when small bubblesof oxy-
gen ga» will be seen to rise firam the
leaves, and to collect in the upper part

of the glass (fig. 16),

It may be us<>fnl to the teacher lo know that
a very Cbw drops of sulphurie or mnriatie
acid mixed with the water will promote

the production of these babbles of oxjg/do gas. The oxygen is supposed to
be derived from carbonic acid contained in the water—of whicn tbe leaf
takes up the carbon and sets firee the oxygen. Henoe, if pure boiled water
be used, no oxygen will be separated by the leaves. But wnen bubbles have
ceased to appear in spring water, in consequence of the carbonic acid being
all decomposed^ if two or three drops of sulphuric acid be added, bubbles
will again be given off, showing that they are not due altogether, or in all

eases, to the presenceof free carbonic acid in the water.

53. Do the lea/tes y'^plants drink in anything else from the atmos-
phere t

Yes ; they drink in watery vapour.

It is not necessary to the understanding of any of the practical operations
of husbandry, but the teacher, if he thinks proper, may explain further,
that while the leaves of plants drink in carbonic acid, and give off oxygen
in the daylij^ht, they, on the contrary, drink in oxvgen and give otf car-
bonic acid m the dark. They also give off as well as drink in watery
vapour—giving offwhen the air is di^^, drinking in when it is moist.

r>4. What purpose does this watery vapour serve f

It serves in part to moisten the leaves and stems, and to fill their

cells, and partly to produce the substance of the plant itself.
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How it tii» in prodaoing the snbstanoe of the plant, the teeeher will illtu-

trate bv refernng to the quantity of water contained in Btaroh, sugar, Ac.,

as explained in Q> 78t note. ..i*.

55. In whatform doplanU take inearhonfrom the wil t

In the forms of carbonio acid, humic acid, and some otW sub*

stances which exist in the black vegetable matter of the soil.

If the teadier wishes to form humio acid, he has only to dissolre a little

common soda in water, to boil the solution upon finely powdered peat,

or rich dark soil, to pour off the solution when it has stood to settle, ana
to add vinegar or weak spirit-of-salt to the dear brown liquid. Brown
flocks will &11, which are humic acid. (Q. 78 and 86).

56. In whatfarm do plant* derive nitrogenfrom the toil t

A considerable portion of the nitr<^n of pknts enters them in the

forms of ammonia and nitric acid.

The properties of these two substances are described in the succeeding
section.

8B0T. V.—COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES OF WATER,
AMMONIA, ANT) NITRIC ACID.

57. WJiatmUmentary bodies does water consist off
Water ooiMsists of oxygen 9,nd hydrogen.

58. In what proportions do these two substances unite to form
water?

Eight fh. of oxygen united to 1 lb. of hydrogen produce 9 lUb. of

water.
The teacher may showvynthdicaUy thatwater is com-
posed of these two gases, by holding a tumbler or
any other cool dry glass vessel over ajet ofburning
hydroffen gas (fig. 17^ prepared as in Q. 28, note.

The glass will immediately become bedewed with
minute globules of water, which will gradually col-

Ibot in visible drops, and trickle down the glass.

This water is formed by the union of th^ burning
hydrogen with the oxygen of the air in which u
bums.

He may also draw the attention of his pupils to the
very remarkable circumstance, that liquid water,
which put out all fire, should consist oftwo gases,
one of which (the hydrogen) burns readily, while
in tbe other (the oxygen) bodies burn with great
rapidity and brilliancy.

What properties of water are most import-

ant to 'Vegetation f

First, its property of dissolving solid and other

substances; second, its property- of rising in

vapour, and again falling in rain or dew; and
third, its property of yielding oxygen and hydrogen to the growing
plant.

The teacher will show how salt or sugar dissolves in water and disappears
—how water rises in vapour when it is heated or made to boil in the open
air—and how the vapou? in the air condenses in drops of dew cs the out^

' side of a tumbler or bottle containing very cold water, or into which a
piece of ice has been introduced to cool it down below the temperature
of the atmosphere.

60.

Fig. 17.
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60. In what toay i$ the dimohing poteor of water important to

vegetation t

Because it enables it to take up fVom the soil and convey into the
roots and stems of plants the various kinds of food which plants

derive from the soil. (Q. 164).

61. How doea ite property of rieing in vapour hm^t vegetation f

It enables the wmds to carry it everywhere over the surface of the
land, so as to refresh vegetation by rains and dews.

62. Eow doe9 its property of yielding oxygen and hydrogen astiet

vegetation f

It enables the growing plant more easily and quickly to form the

various compound substonces of which its parts consist.

:

68. What i» ammonia f

Ammonia is a kind of gas which has a strong, pungent, peculiar

smell, is lighter than common air, and possesses alkaline properties.

The teacher will here explain that substances called add are sour to the
taste, and redden yegetable-blue colors—such as a decoction of violets,

of red cabbage, or of a blue substance sold in the shops under the name
of litmua. AlkoHes, on the,other hand^ have what is called an alkaline

taste, and restore the blue colour after it has been reddened bv an acid.

To enable his pupils to distinguish an alkaline taste, he may all6w them
to put into their mouths a little hartshorn, pearl-ash^ carbonate of soda,
or^uick-lime—all of which have an alkaline taste.

He may also prepare the gas ammonia by mixingtogether iu a tumbler
or wine-glass a littl^ powdered quicklime with powdered sal-ammoniac,
when the ^aa will be immediately liberated, in consequence of its light-

ness will nse quickly into the air, and, though invisible^ may be per-
ceived by its smell. (Q. 69, note.)

64. Doee water dissolve or absorb much ammonia t

Yes, water absorbs between six and seven hundred times its bulk
of ammoniacal gas. The common hartshorn of the shops is only
water impregnated with this gas.

^g* 18> Thfr teacher may show that this solu-

tion of ammonia in.water restores
the blue colour to vegetable blues
(such as that of violets or of red cab-
oage) which have been reddened by
antacid; and consequentl;;^ that the
gas with which the water is impreg>
nated is an alkaline substance. He
may also prepare liquid ammonia
(hartshorn) by introducing his mix-
ture of quicklime and sal-ammoniac
into a small flask, fitted with a bent
tube, of which the other end passes
through a cork inserted into a bottle

contaming pure water. On applying
heat to the flask, the jgas passes on'

through the tube, and is absorbed by
the water, which speedily acquires
the smell, taste, andalkaline proper-

ties of common bartshdrn. It is safer, in making this experiment, to keep the

end of the tube just abov«4he water in the bottle, as represented in the figure.

B
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€5. Whift elementary bodies donammonia coneiet off
Ammonia consists of nitrogen and hydrogen.

66. In what proportions do these elements exist in ammonia f

Fourteen lb. or nitrogen and 8 tb. of hydrogen make 17 Ih. of

ammonia.

One hundred Tb. of ammonia contain about Vt% Tb. of nitrogen.

67. Under what circumstances is ammonia known to he produced
naturally t

It is product in decaying animal and vegetable substances, in

fermenting compost or manure heaps^ and in fermenting urine, and
it is the principal cause of the smell perceived in hot stables.

08. ]fammonia he contained in decaying orfermenting substances^

how can you detect it f

By mixing the substance with quicklime, when, ff ammonia is

present, its smell will become perceptible.

69. Jf ammonia he escaping from such substances^ how can you
detect it t

By .the smell, or by dipping a rod or feather in strong vinegar or
in spirit of salt, and holding it over them, when, if ammonia be
escaping into the air, white fumes will become visible.

The teacher wiU'iUudtrate this, by holding such a feather moistened with
acid, over his hartshorn bottle, or over his mixture of sal-anmioniao and
ciuioklime^ when dense white fumes will appear, showing that ammonia
is escaping from them in the form oi'invisible gas.

70. What is nitric acid t .

Nitric acid is a very sour, corrosive liquid, called also aquqfortis.

As properties that distinguish Kquid nitric acid from other strong aciAi, it

may oe shown, 1°, That it stains the fingers yellow when it is too wealcte
corrode them. 2°, That, when poured upon a bit of copper, it becomes
hot, and of a deep blue colour, and gives off red fumes. 8°, That, when
poured upon sugar or starch, and heated, the same red fnmes appear.

71. What does nitric a^id consist of?
It consists of nitrogen and oxygen only.

72. In what proportions do these two elementary bodies unite to

form nitric acid f

Fourteen lb. of nitrogen and 40 lb. of oxygen form 54 R). of dry
nitric acid.

The aquafortis ofthe shops consists ofthis dry acid mixed with much water.

73. Under what circumstances is nitrid acidfiyrmed naturally T

It is formed in compost-heaps and in soils during the decay of

organic matter, and in the air wherever bodies are burned in it, or

lightning passes through it (Q. 28). _
During the burning of wood, coal, coal>gas &c. in the air, nitric acid is prO'
duced in small quantity, by the union of minute portions of the nitroeen
and oxygen of the atmosphere. In some parts of South America, the
old earth of the grave-yafds is so rich in nftre that it is sold to the salt-

petre manufacturers, who wash it with water, and by evaporating the
clear liquor in the hot air, obtain the nitre.

*
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74. EovB do ammonia and nitric aeid enter into plants f

Thoy arc dissolved b^ water in the soil, aod aie taken up, in a
very dilute state, by their roots.

Borne suppose that plants absorb Ammonia from the air by their leave*—
• thing by no means unlikely where ammonia is present in the air. In-
deed, when a little smelling-salt (carbonate of ammonia) is put into a
saucer, and set in a groenhouMo, the plants are said speedily to assume a
greener and more healthy appearance than usual.

75. What substances areformed in plants by the aid of nitric aeid^

ammonia, and other eompounas containing nitrarienf

Those vegetable substances which, like gluten, contain nitrogen.

SECT. VI.—OOMFOBITION OF WOODY FIBRE, STARCH, JTGAR, OITM,

AND HUMIO ACID, AND HOW TIIEV ARE FOHMIID lis lllli PLANT
OR THE SOIL.

76. Of what elementary/ bodies did you say that woody fibre, rtarch^

gum, sugar, and humic acid are composed t

Of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.

77. May we also suppose thmn to consist only of carbon and
water t

Yes. Because the hydrogen and oxygen they contain are always
in the proportions to form water—(of 1 to 8).

The teacher may here go back to the questions in the preceding section,

as to the composition of water.

78. Ho%o much carbon and water are contained in wood^ fibre,

starch, and gum f

Thirty-six lb. of carbon and 46 lb. of water form 81 ib. of woody
fibre, dry starch, or^um.
The teacher may suspend on the walls of his school-room' the following

table—
* Carbon. Water.

M lb. «.d 45 Jb. form 81 ft. } °fi^tot/;^*'^
"'

^ ft. „dm ft. fonn 85i ft.
} '"'l/o'-SKf^r(Tssi?"*'

3C lb. and 64 lb. form 100 lb. offruit, rai»in, or JuMiey hugar.

86 lb. and 27 lb. form 63 lb. of hAtmic acid.

Be may also draw attention to the remarkable fact, that—though possessed
of properties so unlike—woody fibre, starch and gum have exactly the
same composition. (Q. 27, note.)

79. What are the woody fibre, starch, gum, and sugar in the plant

chiefly formedfrom f

They are principally ' ftrmed from the carbonic acid and water
which the leaves and roots take in from the air and from the soil.

80. MoiP are they formedfrom these two compound bodies f

Under the influenee of light, the carbonic acid gives off its oxygen
from the leaf, while its carbon unites with the water of the sap to

form starch, sugar, &c.
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••

f

The t«aeher mar here rerert to the Amotions of the le«f, and the oompoti-
tiuu of oArbonio acid, (Seot. IV.)

81. DoplanU derive more qf their carbonfrom ihe $oil orfrom the
atr f

They draw the peatest part of their cai l>on du^tly from the air,

in the form of carbonio acid.

82.. A$ the air eontaine only a tmallproportion ofearbonie aeid^ and
plants such in to mtieh ofit^ may they not at length rob it of
the whole of the carbonio acid it eontaina f

No. Because new supplies of . this gas are continually i xriog
into the air.

'
^ t>

88. Whence do these mppliee come t
*

They come principally from three sou'.'ces- lom the breath-

ing of animals, from the burning of wood ;aiu coal, and from the
natural decay of animals and vegetables.

Fi/rtt, All animals throw off a small quantity of carbonic add from their
Inngs every time ther breathe. This may be shown by blowing the air

vj- 29
irom the lungs for some time through clear lime-

"' water, by means of ft small glass tube or a bit o(
straw, as in fig. 19, when ihe lime-water will gra-
dually become milky, as it does when pure carbonic
acid is passed through it (fig. 14.)

Second, The carbon which wood, coal, caudles, Ac.
coatain, when it bums in the air, forms carbonio
acid gas, just as pure carbon doeswben it is burned
in oxysen gas, (Q. 60, vote.)

Third. The decay of vegetables in the air, of roots
in the soil, and of the remains of animals, is only
a slow kind of buminic, b; which their carbon is

at lagt converted into carbonic add..
Fimrth, Much carbonic acid is also given off from

cracks or fissures in the.earth, especially in volcanic
countries. This is a large and constant source of the gas, but the amount
yielded by it cannot be estimated.

84. Do animaU and plants thus appear to live for each other^s

svppvrt t

Yes. The animal produce "'-,>
« ucid^'uf j.i whichplants live

;

and from this carbonic aciu Miid water together, plants produce

starch, &c, upon \^hich animals live.

80. ffow are humicacid and other similar, darh-coloured substances

formed in the soil f

By tiie loss of a portion of their water, the woody fibre and starch

of p1f*nt8 are converted into humic acid and similar dark'^olow 4
sub: iaiices in thesoik

The teaaber. by pointing to the tabIav((L;:4'8X wiU 4how thait.hamia acid

really does contain less water than the snbstainoesfrom which^ it is formed.

He oug^t, however, to make his pupils aware that, through the influence

of the oxygen of the air, vegetable substances gradually undergo other
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d the compoti-

l wfrom iht

from the air^

changes alir', till thoir carbon is at last all oonrerted into carbonic acid,

as is stated m the note to Q. 88.

86. What pi..j)^i^« i$ terud hy the humie acid and ether organic
compoiiruis in thf^ »oil f

They parti , feed the ^mint, and partly, prepare and carry in « ther

kinds offood into ItH roots.
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BBOT. VII.—COMPOSITION OF PAT, OLUTKN, AND FIBRIN, AND noW
THET ARB FORMED IN THE PLANT AND THE ANIMAL.

87. What does the oil orfat ofplants and animals consist qff
It consists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.

88. Can oils and fats be represented as consisting of carbon an4
water

J
as starch and sugar can t

Ko : because they contain too little oxygen.

To form water, as we have seen, thera mui^t be eight of oxygen to •felNii'

hydrbgen by weisht ; but fats contain ver/ much less oxygen than Ihit,

in proportion to their hydrogen.

89. Where is thefat ofthe animal derufdfrom t

Ohiefly from the fat of its vegetable and other food.

00. What do gluten andfibrin consist of ?

They consist of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, with a
little phosphorus and sulphur. (Q. 86).

The presence of sulphur in gluten, wheaten flour, oatmeal, pease-metal, hair,

wool, flesh, Ac, may be shown by heating a bright teaspoon or silver

coin over a lamp, and dropping on it a little of the substance. The sul-

phur blackens the silv^er where the substance ^ouches it. Less beat is

required if the morsel of substance be put on he silver, be moistened
with a drop of a solution of caustic potash, and be then held over th»
candle or lamp for a minute or two.

91. Does the plant drawfrom the air by its leaves all the materials
out of which itforms its gluten f

^ No. The nitrogen, sulphur, and phosphorus ire taken up by its

each other's | roots fi-om the soil.

Yi'plants live

;

aixts produce

red mhstanees

ire and starch

dark^colour d

bai.hamie' acid'

Ich it is formed.
;h the influence

undergo other

Hence the importance of adding these substances U the soil, when they
are either present in too small a quantity, or in a condition in which
plants cannot take them up.

92 Does the animal form the fhrin of its muscles from the ele-

mentary bodies—carbony hydrogen^ dte.—of which fJbrin
consists f

No. The animal obtains it, ready formed, frx)m the gluten of the
plant.

The teacher will i mind his pupils of Q. 21, in which it was stated that
gluten and fibrin are nearly identical. He will then draw their atteq^ion
*r, the Xk.Ainteresting fact, that the plant prsparss, in fat and gluten,

the animal afterwards uses or appropriates to form the parts of its body*
The plant is really the servant of the animal.
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SECT. VIII.—SUBSTANCES OF WHICH THE INORGANIC, MINERAL,
OR INCOMBUSTIBLE PART OF SOILS, PLANTS, AND ANIMALS
CONSISTS.

93. Ofwliat snhstances does the inorganic or mineral part ofsoiU^
plants^ and animals consist f

The mineral part of soils, plants, and animals consists of potash,

soda, lime, magnesia, oxide of iron, oxide of tnanganese, silica,

alumina, sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, boracic acid, chlorine,

iodine, bromine, and fluorine. '^:"'4f

94-. What is potash t

The common potash of the shops is a white powder, which has a
peculiar taste, called an alkaline taste, and which becomes moist,

and at last runs to a liquid when exposed for a length of time to tho

air. It is obtained by washing the ashes of burned wood with
water, and afterwards boiling the liquid to dryness.

The teacher will here allow his pupils to taste potash (pearl-ash or wood
ashes,) that they may become familiar with its alkaline taste, if they are
not already so. " (Q. 63, note)

95. What is soda ?

Tho common soda of the shops is a glassy or crysi'llised sub-

stance, which has also an alkaline taste, but which, unlike potash,

bacomes dry and powdery by being exposed to the air. It is manu-
factured from sea-salt.

The teacher will show a crystal of the common soda of the shops, and ex-
plain the meaning of the word crystallised.

This crystallised soda contains ^2% per cent of water. When exposed to
hot air, a part of the water escapes, and the crystals crumble to powder.
By heating in a hot oren, the whole of the water is driven off, and 373^
lb. of dry soda remain from every 100 ft. of crystals.

The common potash and soda of the shops are called by chemists carbonate

of potash and carbonate of soda respectively.
They are converted into caustic potash and camtic soda by dissolving; them

in ten times their weight of water, and boiling with half their weight of
quicklime.

Dry carbonate of soda, sold under the name of soda-ash, is represented as
an infallible destroyer ol the wire-worm.

96. What is lime ?

Lime, or quicJc-XvmCi is a white earthy substance, which is obtained

by burning common limestone in the lime-kiln. It has a slightly

burning taste, becomes hot and slah4S when water is poure'd upon it,

aad is slightly soluble in water.

The teacher will exhibit a piece of nuicklime; will nllow his pupils to taste

4t, and will pour water upon it tfiat it may fall to powder. They will

thus become familiar with the word slake. (Q. 822.)

600 ft. of water dissolve about 1 ft. of quicklime, forming what is called

Utne-water. (Q. 43, note.)
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S^. What is magnesia t

Magnesia is tho white, nearly tasteless powder sold in the shops
under the name of calcined magnesia. It is extracted from sea-

water, and from those varieties of limestone r()ck called magnesian
limestones.

98. What is iron f

Iron is a hard, bluish-grey metal, which is manufactured in large

quantities in our iron-works, and is used for a great variety of useful

puirposes.

The teacher will here explain the word metal bv showing that such common
metal as iron, copper, lead silver, and gold bare a lustre and weight not
possessed by wood, stone, and other substances to which the name of
metals is not applied, and that they can be beat out under the hammer,
or are malleable.

99. What is oxide of iron ?

When polished iron is exposed to the air, it gradually becomes
covered with rust. This rtfgt consists of the metal iron and of the

gas oxygen which the iron has attracted from the moist air, and
hence it is called an oxide of iron.

The teacher will explain more fully that, when metals combine with oxy-
gen, they form new and compound, substances, to which the name ofoxidet
u liciTen. He may illustrate this by a reference to the red oxide of mer-
cury, which, by thie heat of the lamp, be had formerly resolved or decom-
posed into oxygen gas and metallic mercury. {Q. 29, note.)

There are two oxides of iron, the black and the red. (Q. 31, note.) It is

the red oxide which forms common rast, and gives their red or ochrey
colour to soils. The scales which fall from the anvil of the smith contain
more of the blach oxide. The ores of iron consist of these oxides. When
they are heated in a furnace with coal or coke they lose their oxygen,
and. return to the state of metallic iron. This is what the iron smClter
does.

100. What iS oxide ofmanganese ?

Oxide of manganese is a substance consisting of oxygen, and a

metal called manganese. It is very like oxide of iron, but occurs in

soils and plants only in very small quantity.

101. What is silica?

Silica is the name given by chemists to the substance of flint, of

rock crystal, of quartz, and of common sand, and sandstone. It is

very abundant in soils.

102. What is alumina f

Alumina is a white earthy tasteless powder, which exists in alum,
and gives their stiffness to pipe clays and to stiff clay-soils.

The teacher will show the preparation of alumina by pouring a solution of
common scda or of pearl-ash into a solution of alum. The mixture be-
comes milky, and the alumina falls in the form of a white powder, which
may be collected on a piece of linen or cotton cloth.

luy. What is sidjmuric acid or oil of vitriol .•

Sulphuric acid or oil of vitriol is a very sour, burning, heavy,
oily liquid, which becomes hot when mixed with water. It is manu-
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factured from burning sulphur, and exists in common gypsum, in

alum, and in Glauber and Epsom salts.

One pound of sulphnr produces about three pounds of the strongest sul-

phuric acid of commerce.
The teacher will here exhibit the oil of vitriol, anu dhow its thick oily ap-
pearance when poured from one vessel into another—that it becomes hot
when mixed with cold water—and that a bit of straw, when put into it,

is charred or burned black.
He may here also interrogate his pupils as to the characteristic properties

" of the three powerful and common acids mentioned or described in this

work ;—tbea »ul2)hvric beinjs oily in appearance, becoming hot when
mixed with water, charring wood or straw, and producing hydrogen gas
wl) en poured upon zinc or iron—the nmriaiic giving off white fumes into
the air, forming a white cloud when a feather dipped in hartshorn is

1^: held over it, and giving off chlorine (Q. 106) when it is poured upon oxide
of manganese—the nitric staining the fingers yellow, becoming blue and
f;iving off red fumes when poured upon a bit of copper, and acting vio-
ently and giving off abundant red lumes when heated upon starch or
sugar. \

tf

104. What w phospTwric acid t ^
Phosphoric acid is a very sour, solid substance, which is formed

by burning phosphorus in the air.. It exists in large quantity in the
bones of animals.

100 fb. of phosphorus, when burned, form 227)^ ft. of phosphoric acid.
-"' If the teacher possess any phosphorus, he may here show aeain how it

burns with white fumes in the air, and may collect these white fumes,

Fiir 20 which are phosphoric acid, by holding over them a
^' ' cold glass or metal plate, or liy simply burning the

phosphorous in a little cup under a large glass, (fig.

20.)

A still simpler way of making his pupils acquainted
with phosphorus and phosphoric acid, is to take a
common lucifer-match, and to rub the end of it on
a rough surface so gently as not to kindle it. If it be
now brought near the nose, the smell of phosphorus

; ,., will be perceived. If it be again rubbed so as to take fire, it will burn
? V with a white flame, and will, tor a short time, give a white smoke. Tim
-' white smoke ispJiosphoric acid.

105. What is horacic acid f
'

. Boracic acid is a vs^hite, solid substance, which exists in the com-
mon borax of the shops, and has been found in minute quantity in

the ashes of some plants.

It is not yet known if this substance be really necessary to the growth of
plants.

106. Wliat is chlorine ?

Chlorine is a kind of gas which has a greenish-yellow colour, and
a strong suflfocating smell, and is 2^ times heavier than common
air. A taper bums in it ^ath a dull smoky flame, and animals die

in it. It exists in common salt in large quantity.

This gas is readily prepared bj pouring muriatic acid on black oxide of

manganese in a commcn fiask, (see fig. 21,) and applying a gentle heat.

If the flask be of colourless glass, the smell and colour of the gas, and its

effects on a burning taper, may be shown in the flask itself in which
the gas is prepared^ In consequence of its great weight, however, it
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gypsum, in

Fig. 21.

ick oxide of

may, by means of a bent tube fixed in the flask by a cork, be collected
in an empty bottle. It will be seen to
collect at the bottom and gradually to
rise up as it expels the air, till the bot-
tle is nlled with the beautiful greenish-
yellow gas. The teacher may then
show

—

a. Its weight, and how a taper burns
in it, by pouring it from one vessel to
another, as in fig. 12.

b. That water absorbs it, and acquires
the colour and taste ofthe gas.

c. That it bleaches or destroys the
colour of calicoes printed with vegeta-
ble colours.

d. That it kindles a bit ofphosphorus
introduced into the gas.

He may also advert to the remarka-
ble fact, that this very noxious gas forms more than half the weight of
the very wholesome substance, common salt—10 fi>. of common sau con-
taining 6 Jb. of chlorine. .

107. W%at is iodine t

Todine is a solid, dark, lead-grey substance, which h9,s a peculiar

smeU, stains paper and the fingers brown, gives a blue colour to

wetltarch, and is converted into a violet vapour when heated.

The teacher will show these several properties of iodine. Water dissolves

a 7000th part of its weight of iodine, and its brownish solution gives a
beautiful olue to starch. By this property iodine and starch always dis-

cover each other, a drop of the solution giving a blue colour to a crushed
seed, to flour, to a slice of potato, or To water which contains starch.

Iodine exists in marine plants and in fresh water plants, such as the
waUr-cresSf and consequently in the waters in which they grow. It baa
also been detected in the atmosphere, and in rain and snow water. It

has been found in small quantity in the ashes of wood, and is probably
necessary to the healthy growth of all our cultivated plants.

108. What is bromine f

Bromine is a dark, brownish-red, heavy liquid, possessed of a
strong peculiar smell. It colours starch yellow, and exists in soils

and plants in very minute quantity.
,; ,,

.

This substance is comparatively rare. It exists in sea-water and salt springs

;

but because of the small proportion in which it is present in plants, it

has been separated as yet only from very few.

109. What isfluorine f ;/ k.^.^ v
Fluorine is a very corrosive gas, which exists in small quantity

in the bones, and especially in the teeth, of animals.

If the teacher possess a fi-agment of fluor spar, he may rub it to powder,'
moisten it with strong sulphuric acid, and heat it gently on a bit of hol-
low sheet-lead. Dense white fumes will be given off*, wnich will corrode
or etch a piece of glass placed upon the lead. These corrosive fumes
%/\/aavcaafti a«u\/A !&««;•

Or a piece of bone or tooth burned black may be reduced to pov^der, put
into the hollow *lead, mixed with its own weight of oil of vitriol, and
gently heated. A piece of window-glassj coated with wax on one side,
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and written upon with a pointer through the wax to the glass, will, if

laid close upon the leaden dish with the waxed side undermost, be etched
onlr where the writing is. This shows the presence of fluorine in bones
and teeth, but it is a more delicate experiment than the former. If the
etching be very slight, it will only be visible when the glass is cleaned
and breathed upon.

SECT, IX.—ORIGIN AND GENERAL CHARACTERS OF SOILS.

110. Ofwhat two principal parts do soils consist f

Soils consist of an organic and an inorganic or mineral part.

111. Whence is the organic part of the soil derived f

It is derived from the roots and stems of decayed plants, and
front the dung and remains of animals and insects of various
kinds.

112. Does this organic partform a large proportion of the soil f

Of peaty soils it forms sometimes three-fourths, but of rich -and

fertile soils it does not usually form more than from a twentieth to a
tenth of their whole weight when dry.

113. Can a soil bear good crops if it does not contain a proportion

of organic matter f

Not in our temperate climates. A rich soil generally contains

at least one-twentieth of \t:-i -/eight (5 per cent) of organic matter.

114. Does the organic matter increase or diminish in the soil ac-

cording to the way in which it is cultivated f

Yes : it diminishes when the land is frequently ploughed and
cropped, or badly manured; and it increases when the land is

planted with trees, when it is laid down to permanent pasture, or

when large doses of farmyard manure or of peat compost are given

to it. (Q. 118.)

115. What purpose does this organic matter serve in the soil f

It supplies the organic food which plants draw from the soil

through their roots.

116. Do plants draw much of their organicfoodfrom the soil f

The quantity they draw from the soil varies with the kind of

plant, with the kind of soil, and with the season or climate ; but
it is always considerable, and is necessary to the healthy growth of

the plant.

117. Jfplants always draw this organic matterfrom the soil, will

the soil not become gradually poorer and less productive f

; It will if badly managed and constantly cropped. (Q. 114.)

118. Then^ Jiow can you Iceep up the supply f
'•

By ploughing in green crops, by growing clovers and other plaiit»

which leave long roots In the soil, by.restoring all the hay and straw
to the land in the form of manure, by laying down to pasture, by
planting with trees, &c. .j'T'

4
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The teacher may illustrate this answer beneficially by referring to the
practice of farmers in his own or the neighbouring districts, and pointing
out its advantages or defects.

119. Whence is the inorganic or mineral part of the soil derived ?

The inorganic part of the soil is derived from the crumbling down
of the solid rocks.

The teacher will satisfy his pupils—by drawing their attention to the de-

caying walls of buildings, to the heaps of what is called rotten-rock (de-

composed trap or whinstone), and to those of limestone, sandstone, and
other kinds of gravel which are found at the foot of hills—that rocks
really do crumble down in the air.

120. Of what do all rocks principally consist ?

They all consist of more or less hardened sandstones, lime-stones,

and clays, either alone or mixed together in various proportions.

The teacher niay exhibit as specimens of—
Sandstone—red and white, or other freestones. "^

•

Limestone—chalk, marble, and blue or other freestones.

Clai/8—rooting and other slates, pipe-clay, the shale or shiver which
occurs among beds of coal, &c.

121. Do all soils consist principally of the same substances ?

Yes : all soils consist principally of sand,.clayv and lime.

122. Hmo would you nam,e a soil which contained one of these

substances in large quantity ?

If it contained very much sand, I would call it a sandy soil ; if

much clay, a more or less stiff clay-soil: if much lime, a calcareous

soil.

The teacher will explain the new word calcareous, derived from the Latin
calx, meaning lime.

123. But if the soil contained two or more of them in large pro-

portions^ how would you name it ?

A mixture of sand and clay with a little lime,

loam ; if much lime was present, I would call

loam ; and if it were a clay with much lime, I

calcareous clay.

If a soil eflFervesce (give oflFbubbles of gas) when an acid is poured upon if,

it containa carbonate of lime, and the amount of effervescence indicates
the proportion of lime. (Q. 317.)

124. What do you understand by light and heavy lands f

Light lands are such as contain a large proportion of sand or
gravel ; heavy lands, such as contain much clay.

The teacher may illustrate this, by referring to the different kinds of lands
which occur in his own neighbourhood.

125. Which of these two kinds of land is most easily and cheaply

cultivated ?

The light lands—often called barley, Tndian-corn, or turnip soils.

126. Why are these lands called barley^ Indian-corn^ or turnip

soils ?

I would call a
it a calcareous

would call it a

AV
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Because thev have been found to be peculiarly fitted for the

growth of barley and Indian-corn, and of turnip and other green
crops.

When still lighter and more sandy, they srow rye and buckwheat better.

The teacher may show his boys these different kinds of grain and root
crops, if they are not already familiar with them.

127. To what crops are stiffer soils more suited ?

Oats and clover do well upon stiffer soils, but for the strongest

day-soils, wheat, beans, and rice are most suitable.

SECT. X.—IMPROVEMENT OP THE SOIL BY DEEP PLOUOHINO,
SUBSOILING, AND DRAINING.

128. Is it better to plough your land deep or shallow ?

As a general rule, it is better to plough it deep.

129. Why so?
One good reason is, that the roots of plants are able to descend

deeper into the soil in search of food when the land is ploughed
deep.

130. Are there cases in which it is not advisable to plough deep?
There are such cases—as when the under-soil contains some sub-

stance which is hurtful to plants, and which therefore would do
harm if it were brought to the surface.

131. In such cases as this, how would you contrive to deepen your

upper soil ?

I would subsoil it—that is, plough it with the subsoil-plough.

132. What is the effect of the subsoil-plough ?

The subsoil-plough opens the subsoil without bringing any of it

to the surface.

The teacher will here explain to his pupils the difference between common
ploughing^ which merely turns over the surface soil

—

stAsoil-ploughmq,
which stirs and loosens, but does not bring up the subsoil —and trenchr

ploughing, or trenching, which brings the subsoil to the surface. By
means of occasional walks in the country, the teacher will be able to

illustrate these and many other words and processes in a very interest-

ing and instructive manner,

133. What good followsfrom this subsoil-ploughing ?

The air and rains descend into the subsoil, and so change it as

gradually to make it fit to be brought to the surface, and to nourish

plants.

134. Would this result be obtained more speedily and effectually

if under drains were made to draw off the rain-water as

it sinks through the under-soil ?

The good effects of subsoiling will in many cases scarcely appear

at all, unless the land is previously drained.

135. Do heavy or light lands usually stand most in need of
draining? . , . . ,.
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The heavy clay-lands retain water most, and should generally be
drained first.

136. Do light lands not require draining ?

Yes. Though dry at the surface, such soils are

beneath, and many of them have been found to

draining.

The teacher may illustrate this by referring his pupils to what they may
see on the sea-beach, or on the banks of a river, where the surface of the
sand may be dry and drifted by the wind, while it is quite wet a few
inches below.

13*7. To what depth would you drain your land f

If I could get an outfall, I would neyer have my drains shallower

than from 80 to 40 inches.

l%e teacher will here explain that drains may often be made deeper, espe-
cially where there are springs or bodies ofwater at a greater depth, or in

countries where the frost in winter penetrates so deep as to injure the
drains atthese depths; but that they should never be shallower than
8U to 40 inches, if the water will run away.

138. Why would you put them so deep ?

Because the deeper the dry soil is made, the deeper the roots can
go in search of food.

139. How deep mil the roots of plants go in afavourable soil ?

The roots of our grain crops, of clover and of flax, will go down
three feet, and even turnip roots in an open soil will go down
upwards of two feet

140. Can you give me any other reason f

Yes. When my drains are so deep, I can go down 20 or 24 inches

with my subsoil-plough, my spade or my fork, without any risk of
injuring them.

141. Does draining serve any oth^r purpose besides that of car-

rying off the waterfrom the land ?

Yes. It perfects the work of the subsoil-plough ; it lets in the

air to the subsoil, and allows the rain-water to sink down and wash
out of it anything which may be hurtful to the roots of plants.

142. Does such hurtful substances often collect in the subsoil ?

Yes, very often ; and crops which look well at first often droop
or fail altogether, when their roots get down to the hurtful matter.

The teacher may illustrate this answer by referring to the layers of iron-
ochre, orpan, which in many districts are met with in the subsoil ; and
to such curious facts as that observed in the eastern part of Fifeshire, in
Scotland, where the beans and^oats, which look well up to April or May,
often blacken and fail in June and July, when the roots get down to the
ochrey subsoil. It is the local sayinig, when this happens, " that the btant
or oats have gone to Attehtermucht^tA fair being held at that place about
the time when the beans usually lail.

143. Is there still another good reason why thorough draining
-" improves the soil P

' ^^
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Yob. If the rain sinks where it falls, it does not wash the manure
out of the soil ; and if it contain anything valuable to plants, this is

filtered out of it before it gets down to the drains.

This power of the soil to extract soluble substances fVom rain-water is

another reason for making drains deep.

144. Why are many of the heaviest clay* in all countries laid

dovm to permanent pasture ?

Because the expense of ploughing and working these soils is so

great that the value of the grain reaped from them when ploughed
is often not sufficient to pay the farmer for his trouble.

See the Author's Lectures^ second edition, p. -464-467, eiseq.; or his HU-
imnUi, sixth edition, p. 102-106.

145. How could thet>e heavy clay lands -he rendered lighter awl
more cheap to work f

By draining and subsoil-ploughing, and by the addition of lime or

marl when it is required.

146. Would the land^ after this treatinent^ also give greater crops

of grain ?

Yes. Not only wotild it be more cheaply worked, but it would
< yield a greater number of bushels of grain per acre than before, and
would grow green crops in addition.

147. Would this increase he sufficient to pay the cost of draining ?

Yes. Such is the experience of England, Scotland, and Ireland.

The cost of draining clay-lands is generally paid back in three, or,

at the utmost, in five years, and the crops still continue greater than

^.•before.

As to the height above the level of the sea at which draining will pay, the
opinion of the most experienced practical men seems to be, that whereve)'

it willpay to crop land, it mil pay to thorough drain it. But my own
observation carries me farther than this. I know there is much high land
which will not at present pay to crop with com, but which wouldpav well

; in arable cuUttre, if it^ were drained and svhsoil-ploughed or forkea,

'148. What three points are chiefly to he attended to in making
drains ?

Efficiency, cheapness, -and durability.

•449. Are stone or tile drains.preferred ?

Tile drains are now generaUy
.
pref^red, when tiles can be had at

ia. reasonable price.

150. What do stones drains consist of?
Stone drains usually consist of a depth of 9 or 12 inches of stones

broken to the size of road metal. (Fig. 22, a.)

151. Is a tile drain efficient without a Jlai sole of slate or tile

helow it ?

As a general rule—No.

V-
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152. Why not t

Because it is liable to sink into the under-i , and tKus to become
choked.

163. What is the advantage of the pipe-tile f

That it is cheaper, is equally efficient and durable, is lighter to carry,

and contains tile and soil in one.

Fig. 22, In the annexed fig. 22—

W^ a represents the stone-drain

;

Fig. 28.

h the tile-and-sole drain

;

e the pipe-tile drain.

In figure 28—
a represents the common tile, as it is laid half-way

along two adjoining soles

;

b a pipe, having tne form ofthe tile and sole together,
made in one piece

;

c the common round pipe-tile

;

d the oval or egg-shaped pipe, in which, when the
small end of the egg is undfermost, as in the figure,

a very little water causes a stream, which will scour
it, and prevent sand or clay from lodging.

164. Is a pipe toith an inch bore sufficient to carry off all the

rain or surface-water^ cw it is called^from the land f

An inch pipe will carry off a much larger quantity of water than
usually falls m rain in this country.

Oi\ly about a fifth part of the rain that falls in England, where it does not
exceed 28 to 80 inches a-year, usually runs ofi" by the drains, even in welW
drained land, the rest being gradually evaporated. Many practical men,
however, prefer a pipe ofan inch and a hair or two-inch bore, lest springs
should occur in the soil, or heavy rains fall, &c.

165. At what distance ought these drains to be put f

Experience says, that from 15 to 18 feet is the safest distance.

Fig. 24.

Much greater distances are recom-
mended by some. The practical man,
however, should be ver^ cautious in
adopting' these wider distances, evea
where the drains are made deeper than
usual. It sometimes happens that a

)il (a) rests upon an impervious clay subsoil (d), the surface of which
18 uneven , with irregular ridges and furrows, as in the woodcut. In such cases,

drains cut across are found to drain to much greater distances than when cut
in the direction ofthese ridges, it is ofimportance, therefore, to ascertain not
only the nature ofthe subsoil, but the kind ofsurface also which itpossesses,
before the direction, depth, and distance ofthe drains are fixed upon.—(Tbim-
MBB.)

porous soil I
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SECT. XI.—CrOMPOBITION AND MUTUAL RELATIONS OF THE INOR-

OAMIO PARTS OF THE SOIL AND OF THE PLANT.

126. What purposes are served by the inorganic or mineral part

of the soil f

The inorganic or mineral part of the soil serves two purposes.

Firsty it serves as a medium m which the roots can fix themselves,

so as to keep the plant in an upright position ; and, second^ it 8up<

plies the plant with inorganic food.

167. The inorganic part of the soil consists chiefly of sand^ clay^

and lime (Q. 121) ; does it contain no other substances ?

Yes. It contains small quantities of eight or nine other sub-

stances.

168. Name these substances ?

Potash, soda, magnesia, oxide of iron, oxide of manganese, sul-

phuric acid, phosphoric acid, chlorine, ^nd probably iodine, bro-

mine, fluorine, and boracic acid.

I gay probably, because these four substances, though found in some plants,

have not been as yet detected in the soil. It is certain, however, that

fluorine must exist in it, because this substance is found in the bonea
'

, ; and teeth of all animals.

169. Do not these same substances exist in the ash or inorganic

part ofplants ? (Q. 93.)

Yes, they do ; only they T^rm a much larger proportion of the

soil than they generally do of plants.

160. Is there no special difference between the inorganic part of
the soil and that of the plant ?

Yes. The soil contains alumina, while the plant usually contains

none.

Here the teacher may direct the attention of his pupils to the following

table '.—

. Them^ contains both silica and alumina.
.i The^^n^ silica, but no alumina. \ .

'

The animal no alumina, and very little silica.

The feathers of birds, wool, and the hair of man and other animals, contain
silica in minute quantity, but as an essential constituent. In some plants
traces of alumina have been found, but it does not as yet appear to be
necessary to anv which we cultivate for profit. Fluorine has been de-

'
1 V tected in the ash of some plants ; and being found in small quantity in

the bones, bipod, and milk of animals, may, as above stated, be inferred
to exist also in all pur usually cultivated plants and soils.

161. You understand, then, where plants obtain all the inorganic

matters they contain ? V'

Yes. They obtain them from the soil only. . : _
.^

162. Why can they not obtain themfrom the air ?

Secause potash, soda, magnesia, &c., do not exist in the air.

163. You know hmo this earthy matter enters into the plant ^

Yes. It enters by the roots.
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«|J 164. In what state t

jp In a state of solution, llie rain and spring water dissolve and
"**

carry it into the roots.

Here the teacher may turn back for a moment to the properties of water

(Q. 69), and may explain anew the meaning of the words dissolve and
tolution, showing how salt and sugar melt away or dissolve in water,

forming o)0ir solutions of salt or sugar, in which the substances can be
recognrsedonlv by the taste, but from which they may again be obtained
unchanged by boiling off the water.

165. Do all soils contain every one of the inorganic substances^

potash^ soda^ lime, <£c., which you have mentioned f

All fertile or productive soils do.

166. Why must afertile soil contain them all f

Because plants require them all for their healthy growth.

[167. Do plants require them all in equal proportions f

No. Plants must have a certain small quantity of each of then),

^^but they require more of somo substances than of others.

The teacher may illustrate itaiffqnesticw'by directing the attention of his
pupils to the following table, whieh he should cause to be copied upon a
large piece of calico, and hung uponithe wall of his schoolroom. He
can thus readily point out that, while a ton of red-clover hay leaves in all

129^ lb. of ash, when burned, there are present in this ash 65^ lb. of lime,
but only 26 fi>. ofpotash and 17 i lb. ofmagnesia ; thai red clover requires,
therefore, more of one of these substances than of another, and so with
the ash of the other kinds of hay mentioned in the table.

Quantity and composition of the ash left by a ton (2240 lb.) of
hay of different kinds.

Potash

.

Soda...
Lime. .

.

Magnesia
Oxide of iron..

.

Sulphuric acid .

.

Phosphoric acid.

Chlorine
Silica

Italian

Rye-grass
Hay.

17
7
18%
3
1

4
8%
2

81K

138

Clovei•Hay.
Lucerne
Hay.Red. White.

26 245i 30

Z}i lOK 18V^
b5H 45>^ 107K
VIH 14

'^IK 8K
6M 12K 9

10 20 29
4 5 6%
6 6 1H

129)^ 141% 211M

This table will suggest^to the teacher many instructive questions, which
his pupils will readilyv understand and answer when they have the ti4>le

hanging before them,

168. Are those substances^ which are found in the plant in such
minuterquantities, really necessary to its growth / ,

-
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'V

ft'

Thoy appear to bo all equally ncccsHary, just {ts the few ounces of

naiJK or (i;luo are as necoHnary to the joiner in making a box n» the

Riany pounds of wood which the box contains.

109. tSupjfone a soil to he entirely (fcntUvte nf one of thcu tulh\

Mtaneety what wottid happen f

Good oropH would not grow upon it.

1 70. Suftjtose it to contain a large Mupjdy of all the otherty htt only

a smalt Hvpply o/uome one of these nvl«tance», tchat toould]

happen t

Those plants would grow well upon it which require only a Hmall i

quantity of that one Huhstancc ; but those which require a large
j

quantity of it would bo stunted and unhealthy.

171. v7*cc me an example f

If the land contained little lime, it might grow a good crop of rye-

1

grass, and yet might not be able to, grow a good crop of clovw or

'

lucsorne.

By referring to the above table, the teacher may oxorciRO tbo understand-
ing of liirt pupila, by asking for other examples of a similar kind, which
the intelligent boy will readily %\\<i by considering the numbers in tiiv

table. Thus he may say, " White clover requires more phosphoric acid

than red clover and rye-graHS do ; therefore, if there be little phosphoric
acid in the soil, white clover will not grow so well upon it as red clover
und rye-grass would do^" and so on.

Other tables also of a similar kind the teacher may make use of, which he
,

will find in the Author's JiUm^nts, and especially in his Lectures on ^]

AgricttUural ihomistry wuL (Jeolof^y.

172. Suppose a soil to he destitute ofa considerate numher of these

different inorganic substances^ what mould fioppen f

It would refuse to grow goods crops of any kind whatever. It

would be naturally barren.

173. Are anjy soils Jrnown to exist which are naturally harren or

naturally fertile f

"Yes. Some large tracts of country, which have never been culti-

vated by man, are known to be naturally fiertile, and others naturally
'\

barren.

174. Uow is the natural difference heticeen such soils explained, in

sofar as it depends on the inorganic constituents f

In the fertile soils, all those inorganic substances exist which
our cultivated crops require, and in proper proportions. In the

barren soils some of these substances are or may be wholly |
wanting.

., This answer the teacher will illustrate by a reference to the following tabic,
' which he will also hang up on the wall of his school-room. It will do

-naudi good, indeed, to have the tables contained in this Catechism sus-

pended lif^ jjermn/nentfs'itires in the school-rooms of rural districts. The
youngest child will soon become familiar in this way with aU the names

• of new substances, which are so difficult for the present race of grown-
f jip^fait!mers to reoeilect.

.4i..:t..i.',
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Composition of uoiU of different deffreen offertility.

Organlo ntatter

Sillcii (in tho sand and clay)

Alumina (in the clay)

Lime
Magnesia
Oxides of iron
Oxides of manganese
Potash

Chtrine, }
"'^•''fly as common salt.

Sulphuric acid

Phosphoric acid
Carbonic acid (combined with the )

lime and magnesia) )

Loss

Fertile,

without
manure.

07
648
67
69

.!''

1

2

1^
2

40

14

1000

Fertile,

with
manure.

60
SM
61
18
8

flO

8
trace

IJarron.

40
778
VI

1

81

''trace

^'A

1000 1000

The soil of which the composition is given in the first column, had pro-
duced crops for 60 years without manure,

—

and ttill contained a senttttu

quantity of all the ttvbutances required by plants. That of the second
column produced good crops when regularly manured,— i'^ wan in want
of three orfour aumanccs only, which were given to it by thf manure. The
third was hopelessly barren,

—

it wag in want of many imbdancet which
ordinary manuring could not snipply in sjtjicicnt quantity.

175. May a soil he iarfen though it ccntmn all the svhstahefs

whieli plants require f

Ye?. If it contain a very large proportion of some one—such as

oxide of iron or common salt-r-which in great quantity is injurious

to the soil.

Thiw the barren soil in the above table contained much more iron than
either of the others, tod thia may have contributed to its barrenness.
Land reclaimed from the sea often contains too much salt, and is inU-r-

]' tile at first until rains and springs gradually remove the excess of «alt.

As little as one per cent of ffcommon salt'in u soil will prevent plants
i from healthily germinating.

176. Mow would you improve a barren foil of thin Mnd ? !

I would thorough-drain and,subsoil-plough it, that the rains might
sink through it and wash out the injurious matter ; and I would
lime it, if it required lime.

SECT. xn.-rEFFECT QF CRQPP^^'0 UFOK THE fiOIL.

17.7. .You said (Qr 2) trim the pltjeci of the farmer is

"largest crja^ps < with the least ivjuxy to, the
,

lanpl'

^yott mean h.y.injuring t^e. land,f'
What do
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A'fkrmer injures his land when he treats it in such a way as to

cause it to produce smaller crops than it used to do.

178. May a soil which is naturally fertile he rendered barren by
I continued cropping t

If the same hind of cropping be carried on for a long time without
a proper addition of manure, the land will gradually become less and
less productive.

179. Oime me an example f

If the same field be cropped year after year with wheat, oats,

barley, Indian corn, or with hay, tobacco, cotton, the sugar-cane, or

any other single crop, it will at last become unable to grow it

180. Why is this f

Because all crops draw certain substances from the soil in such
abundance, that, after a number of years, the soil cannot furnish

these substances in sufBcient quantity to the growing crop.

181. What mineral substances do grain and root crops especially

drawfrom the soil f

The grain of our corn crops especially exhausts the soil of phos-

phoric add^oipotash^ and ot magnesia ; the roots of the turnip and
potato chiefiy exhaust it oipotash and phosphoric acid.

. The teacher will illustrate this by a reference to the following table, repre-

senting the composition—in 100 lb.—of tfce ash of the several crops most
usually grown in this country, exclusive of the tops of the turnip and
potato. He must bear in mind, however, that the numbers in tb^s and
similar tables are liable to a certain amount of variation.

Composition of the ash of the grain of wheaty oatSj barley^ rye^

Indian corny and beanSy of the straw of wheaty of the turnip
' rooty and of the potato tuber.

Potash and soda
Lime
Magnesia
Oxide of iron...
Phosphoric acid

Sulphuric acid.

Chlorine
Silica.

Wheat

81
8
12
1

46

a

1

Oats

100

26
6

10

U
lOd

100

Barley

100

Rye.

100

Indian
Corn

16

i
49

100

Wheat
straw

11

7
2
1
5
1

7
66

100

Beans

100

Turnip
bulb

6li

8

ii!

15

5i

100

Potato
tuber

63
2
6

h
18
4
6

100

The teacher will draw attention especially to the high numbers under the
different kinds of grain which are seen opposite to phosphoric acid, pot-
ash, and magnesia in the above table, andwill explain,^«^, that as the
grain takes out more of these than of any other substances from the Hoil,

numerous successive crops of grain must exhaust it of these more than
of any other substances, while the root crops act in a simil&r way in re>

gard to the potash and soda ; and second, that this exhausting effect must

'^1184.

Of
Ibe th<

Besi
Imineri

Il86.

Be(
[made

il
Ye

^from

1 189.

E\
[subs

[of a 1
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urnip
bulb

Potato
tuber

51^

'I'
1

63
2
6

IS*
4
6

H

4
15

)0 100

be the more perceptible, inasmuch as the substances thus removed are
naturally the least abundant even in fertile soils.

Silica is abundant in all soils, and forms so larse a proportion of the ash of
barley, because of the thick husk with which this grain is covered. In
all the grains the silica exists chiefly in the husk or bran.

He will also particularly point out the difference in the proportionsof the
several ingredients in the grain compared with the straw of wheat—espe-
cially the larger quantity*, of silica in the straw and the smaller of potash
and soda—and that suc^ a difference exists also between the straw and
grain, in oats, rye, Indian corn, &c. •

182. How would you remedy such special exhaustion f

By returning to the soil the particular substances my crops had
Itaken out w^. 7^. vy yjiy'-''

'» -iJST;!,;

[l83. How would you return the phospharic acid^for instance ?

I would apply bone dust, or guano, or phosphate of hme, or some
[other manure in which phosphoric acid abounds.

il84. Which of the crops usually cultivated in this country may be

the m>08t exhausting f

Of the crops usually cultivated and sold in this country, hay may
e the most exhausting.

[185. Bow so f

Because it carries off so much from the soil.

Besides organic matter,a ton of dry hay carries off from 130 to 210 B>. of
[mineral matter from the soil. (Q. 167, note.)

|l86. Why do you say it may^ and not that it necessarily does^

exhaust the land m^st ? • - ;i ; ,;
•y^/s:;.]^'^::-./^^.:.^,^

Because, in good husbandry, hay is not sold off the farm, but is

[made into manure and returned to the land.

[187. Ought no crops^ then, to be sold off thefarm ?

Any crop may be sold off without permanent injury to the land,

)rovided*as. much, of everything,; as- the crop carries off, be restored

^ it again in the form of good manure. ,; , t^^ -i.

188. But with any hind of cropping, may not a fertile soil be at
^iength made unproductive f f? : ^v'

Yes ; if the crops are carried off the land, and what they draw
[from the soil is not restored to it

il89. How is this explained ?

Every crop takes away from the soil a certain quantity of those
[substances which all plants require. If you are always taking out
[of a purse, it will at last become empty. 4>

il90. Then you liken exhausted soil to an empty purse f

Yes. The farmer takes his money out of the land in the form of

[crops ; and if he is always taking out and putting nothing in, it

Imust at last become empty or exhausted.
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191. But if he puts something into the soil now and then, he hiay

continue to crop without exhausting it f
Yes. If he puts in the proper substances, in theproper quantities,

and at the proper times, he may keep up the fertility of his land

perhaps for ever.

192. How much of everything must thefarmer put into his land to

keep it in itsjproper condition f

lie must put in at least as much as he takes out.

193. To maJce his land hetter, how much must he put in f

lie must put in more than he takes out.

194. But if he is to put into the land as much or more than he

takes out, where is his profit to comefrom f

His profit consists in this, that he takes off the land what he can
sell for much money, and he puts in what he can buy for compara-
tively little money. ^-f-^^

195. How do you mean f

I mean, that if I sell my wheat, oats, Indian corn, hay, or turnips,

t get a much higher price for them than I afterwards give, when I

buy them back again in the form of stable or other manures.

19% Tlien the farmer can really afford to put as much upon his

land as he takes off, and yet have a profit f

lie can. He puts in what is cheap, and takes off what is dear.

The teacher may avail himself of this occasion to point out how beautifully
and bountifully the earth and the plant are made to work into the hands

,, of the practical fajyner, by converting into valuable, produce what he l<iy»

onintMformofaworthleasrefnu; and how they always do most for the
skilful, the prudent, and the industrious.

197. What do you call the substa?ices which the skilfulfarmer thus

puts into his land ?

They are called manures; and when putting them in, the farmer
i« said to manure his soil.

198. What substances are to be considered as mamires f

Anything that furnishes food to plants may be called a manure.

ift^. What do you understand byfarm orfold-yard manure .'

The mixed straw and droppings of animals, which collect in fold-

yards or stables where cattle are kept.

200. What do you underntand by portable manures t

Such as are of small bulk or weight compared with fold-yard

manure, and can easily be transported to great distances.

201. What is the advantage of such portable manures t

That they can be brought from foreign countries, carried far inland,

or carted up to high districts, and yet be applied with profit by the

(ariner. . ,-...,,.., . :- ^^ '
,.-.,.,.-,. .
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iOS. ^Ndme »ome ^ thesep&rtaile mamtres f

Guano, bones, rape dust, pigeons' dung, phosphate of Ihne, gyp^^t

sum, nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, and many others.

SOS. Hoio many principal hinds of manures are there f

There are three principal kinds—vegetable manures, animal
manures, and mineral manures.

SECT. XIIT.—OF VEGETABLE MASURKS.

[204. What do y&u mean ly tegetahle manures ?

By vegetable manures, I mean those parts of plants which are

jusually buried in the soil for the purpose of making it more pro-

rductive.

[205. N^ame the most important of the vegetable manures f

Grass, clover, straw, hay, potato or turnip tops, rape-dust, peat

[or bog stuff, sea-weed, &c.

1206. Is green grass ever usedfor manuring the soil f

Yes. The soil is manured with green grass when grass land is

[ploughed up.

[307. Would you hiry the sods deep, if you wei'e ploughing ur gram
land ?

So deep that they would be sure to rot. Yet T would keep them
so near the surface, that the roots of the young grain could feed

upon th^ decaying grass. , ,

208. Are any other plants ploughed in green for tue purpose of
manuring the soil f

Yes. Clover, buckwheat, lupins, white beans, white mustard,

rape, rye, broom, and, in some places, even young turnips are

ploughed in green to enrich the soil.

209. Into what hind of soils would you plough in a green crop ? ,

Into light and sandy soils, and into such as contain little vege-

table matter.

210. Is not sea-weed or sea-ware a very valuable manure f

Yes. Wherever sea-weed can be obtained in large quantity, it i»

found to enrich the soil very much.

Sixteen loads of it are reckoned equal to 20 tons of farmyard manure. The
use of sea-weed has doubled the produce of the Isle of Thanet in Kent;
and on the Lothian coasts it adds 20s. an acre to the rent of land which
has a light of way to the sea. On the western bays of Ireland a boat-load

containing four carts may be had for a shilling : and on Oalway Bay alone,

in the season of 1854, about £13,000 was paid by the farmers for this

manure.
•it'

211. How is it employed ?

It is spread over the land, and is either ploughed in, or is allowed

to rot and sink in, or it is made into ^compost. Into the potato

drills.it is often put in a fresh state, care being taken to prevent tho

;-WW
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potato sets from touching the sea-weed, by putting a little |^th
between them.

When the potato sets are allowed to touch the sea-weed, they are often

observed to rot.

21 2. When used in this last way^ does it give large crops ofpotatoes f

Yes. On the east and west coasts of Scotland and Ireland it gives

large crops of potatoes, but often of inferior quality.

The crop is often watery when raised with fresh sea-ware ; but if the sea-

weed be ploughed in early in the season, before the potato-planting, or
if the sets are put in, and'covered first with soil, this with sea-ware, and
this again with soil, Ac, the potatoes are as dry as when raised by farm-
yard manure.

213. How would you prefer to make a compost of sea-weed t

I would mix the sea-weed with earth, and with shell-sand or marl,

if they were to be had, and would turn over the mixture once or

t\vice before using it.

214. Are there any common green vegetaMes that are ploughed in
with advantage f

Yes. Potato or turnip tops dug in, when the roots are lifted,

make the next year's grain crop better.

Potato and turnip tops ploughed in make the succeeding barley and wheat
crops much better. About Edinburgh, the turnip tops thus used are con-
sidered equal to 8 tons of farmyard manure, or £2 an acre. Tn Northum-
berland, they have been found to add 6 or 8 bushels to the after-crop of

4 wheat. Some say, however, that the clover which succeeds the grain
crop is worse when the tons have been ploughed in ; that it is sickly, and
sometimes fails altogethei'. This may arise from the soil bein^ kept too
open by the green manure, and might probably be prevented by the use
01 the clod-crusher (a heavy, toothed, iron roller.)

Some think it better to leave the turnip tops to rot on the surface than to
plough them in green ; but I believe general experience is against this

opinion. Something, probably, depends upon the lightness or heaviness
of the soil.

215. How can you get the largest quantity of green manure in the

form ofpotato tops ?

By pulling off the blossoms, the tops are kept in a green state till

the potatoes are dug up, and thus give much green manure. ' ^?-

216. In whatform is hay umially employed as a manure f

Hay is usually given to the horses and cattle, and afterwards put
upon the land in the form of their dung.

217. In lohat form is the straw of our grain crops used as a ma-
nure f

Straw, in some places, is cut and used in feeding the cattle ; in

other places it is partly given to the cattle, and partly trodden among
the litter ; while in places where few cattle are kept, it is sometimes
rotted with water and a little cow-dung, and put on. the land in a
half-fermented state. I- / «r

218. In what state offermentation would you prefer putting your
straw into the land t »j«rv^".--5:.-;v-i-^v-?r:n»f*<'w-:v:L;-r.'(^"r--

I

220.

223.
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Thai would depend upon the kind of land.

219. ^Mppose you had to manure light landfor a green crop f

Then I would like to have my straw pretty well fermented, and
mixed with the droppings of a good many cattle.

220. But suppose you were manuring heavy clay-land during the

nakedfallow before a crop ofwheat f

I would then rather have my straw more loose and unfermented :

it would help to keep my land open.

This general rule may not apply to all even of onr heavy clavrlands. Even
stiff clays vary in quality, and circumstances may render inexpedient in
some localities what, as a general practice, is the nest that can oe recom-
mended.

221. What are rape^ coha^ cotton, and lint seed calces and dust t

Qake is the name given to the refuse that remains when rape,

colza, cotton, or lint seed is crushed in the mill, to squeeze out the
oil. When the cake is broken to powder, it is called dust.

222. How is rape-dust appUed as a manure f

It is applied to turnips or * potatoes either in place of the whole or

of a part only of the common farmyard dung; and in many parts of^
England it is used with great profit as a top-dressing to the young
wheat in spring.

Used alone for turnips, as mui^ as 16 or 20 cwt. an acre is applied ; and,
as a top-rdressioff for^wheat, from 8 to 5 cwt. per acre, in Flanders,*
colza, hemp-seed, and poppy-seed cakes are generally mixed with the >
liquid manure so much employed in that country. Cotton-seed cake is

:^,not much known as yet iu this country ; but it is* equal in value with the v

rape-cake as a manure, and is likely to come into extensive use. \-,

223. To what soils may peat or log stuff, or swamp mud, he applied
with most advantage ?

To light soils, and to such as are poor in organic matter.

224. How would you prepare the peat or bog stufffor being applied

to the land ?

I woald ferment it by mixing it with one-third of farmyard ma-
nure, or by spreading it in the fold-yard ; or I would make it into a
compost with earth and quicklime or marl.

Crushed peat-charcoal, now sold in Ireland at 50s. a ton, is excellent for

absorbing liquid manures, and for removing the smell of nightsoil, pigs'

dung, &c.

SECT. XIV. OP THE PARTS OF ANIMALS USED AS MANURES.

225. What parts of animals are most important as manures f

The blood, flesh, bones, hair, and wool of animals, and the bodies

and refuse of fish.

226. In whatform is blood usually employed as a manure t

It is usually mixed up with other refuse in the dunghills of the

butchers. Some of it is dried, and sold as a manure. ^In this dry

,- \'m

m
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state it is applied as a top-dressing to corn and grass, or is drilled

in with the seed, and is one of the most powerful manures wo
possess.

227. How iaflesih emvhyed as a Maiiure t

The flesh of dead horses, cows, and dogs, buried in soil or saw-
dust, with a little marl, make a most enriching compost.

228. In wTmtfdrm are hones usually employed as a manure f

Bones are crushed in mills, and then sifted into the various sizes

of inch bones, half-inch bones, and dust, and are thus applied to the
land.

Besides the bones of home growth used as a manure, 40,000 tons of bones
are yearlv imported, and chiefly for this purpose.

It is only about sixty years since bones began to be much used in Ehgland.
When, fifty years ago, it was proposed to use them in Wigtownshire, Ij^e

objection was, <' They'll do naethmg but breed maggots f

off the land r
\ to eat everything

229. In which of theseforms do they act most quickly t

They act most quickly in the form of dust, but they do not act

for so long a time.

230. To what soils are they most profitably applied t

Bones are most profitably employed on light loams, or on well-

drained lands, instead of the whole or of a part of the farmyard
manure. When employed without farmyard manure, they are

often mixed with wood or coal ashes, and ch>illed in with the turnip

seed.

231. Would ydu raise all your turnip crops with hones alone f

No. If I raised one crop of turnips with bones alone, I would
raise the next crop on the same field with farmyard manure alone,

if I could get it.

It is one of the most important results of the recent application of refined
chemical analysis to the examination of soils and manures, that, upon
soils which are poor in phosphates, excellent crops, both of turnips and
wheat, may be raised by the use of bones ; while in such as are rich in

phosphates (Q. 285), bones often produce little apparent benefit ; while
rape-dust, woollen rags, the salt of ammonia, and the nitrates of potash
and soda, are applied with great profit both to grain and root crops.

The practical importance of geology becomes apparent, when it is known
that the inspection of a geological map enables us to point out where
soils rich or poor in phosphates are likely to occur. ^See the Author's
Elements, 6th edit. p. 103.)

232. Are hones ever applied to grass lands f

Yes. To grass lands that have long been pastured for dairy pur-

poses, as in the county of Cheshire in England ;—or eaten off by
growing stock, as in many hill pastures, they have been applied with

great profit.

283. What do hones consist of ?

Bones consist of gelMine or glue, which may be partly extracted

Tl
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by boiling thorn in water, and of bone earth, which remains behind
when boned are burned.

Here the teacher may exhibit a bit of glue, and make the boys acquainted
with its properties and uses. Ue may also burn a small splinter of bone
in the flame of a lamp or candle, and show that, though the organic park
of the gelatine burns away, the inorganic part, or bone-earth {phw^/uUe
ojlirr'n, remains Behind.

The weight of whatthijs remains is equal to about two-thirds of that of the
perfectly dry bone, but only to one-half of the weight of bones as they
are usually sold and applied to the land.

234. la the glue or gelatine of hones a good mdtnUre f

Yes, it is a powerful manure. It assists very much, on some soils,

in pushinr; forward the young turnip-plant, when thid crop is raised

by the u^ ) of bones.

235. What does hone earth chiefly consul of t

It consists chiefly of phosphoric acid and lime.

100 S). of bone-earth, as it is obtained by burning bones, contain 40 to 45 lb

.

of phosphoric acid. (Q. 285.)

236. Does this earth of hones act as a friahitrH f

Yes ; because all plants contain, and therefere require, for their

healthy growth, a certain quantity of lime and phosphoric acid. (See

tables appended to Q. 174 and 181.)

237. Why do dairy pastures Especially require hones t

Because milk and cheese contain bone-earth ; and if these be car-

ried away and sold off the farm for a number of years, the land is

robbed by degrees of this bone-earth more than of any other sub-

stance. Only those gra&ses can then grow which require compara-
tively little bone-earth.

Every ten gallons ofmilk contain about half a pound ofbone-earth. A cow,
therefore, which gives twenty quarts a day, takes nearly 2 lb. of bono-
e&rth from the soil every week. To return these 2 lb. to the soil, 3 Vb.

of dry bones, or 4 lb. of common bone-dust are required.

Again, every 100 S>. of cheese contain about 2^ lb. of bone-earth, requiring

5 lb. of bone-dust to replace them.

238. And what effect folloioa from adding tJie hones to old dairy

pastures f

The bones supply the bone-earth of which the land had been

robbed. New or more healthy grasses then spring up, which con-

tain much bone-earth, and these, when eaten by the cow, produce

milk in greater abundance and richer in cheese.

239. Are hones applied in any otherform f

Yes. They are sometimes made to crumble down by fermenta-

tion, and are sometimes dissolved in sulphuric acid {oil of vitriol.)

240. How are hones made to crumble hy fermentation f

The crushed bones are moistened and mixed with half their bulk

of sand or soil, when they heat and gradually crumble to a fine

powder. ^ • * ^^--^'^ -^ --j-' -.ri. -
'-<
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241. ffow do you diasolve hones in sulphuric acid f

About equal weights of bone-dust and of acid are taken. The
acid is diluted with one or two waters, and poured upon the bones,

and the mixture is stirred occasionally for two or three days.

The teacher may show how this is done^ by mixing the bone-dust and acid

in a common tumbler, «nd may explain that the liquid or paste obtained
mav either be further diluted with thirty or more times its Dulk of water,
ana applied directly to the land with a water cart, or may be dried up
with powdered charcoiil, dry peat, sawdust, or soil, and drilled in as

bones usually are. The relative proportions of bones and acid maj^ also

be varied, two or three «f bones being sometimes used to one of acid.

243. What is the advantage of thus reducing and dissolving th$

hones f

One of the chief advantages is, that the substances of which tbe

bones consist are very minutely divided, and made more soluble in

water. They thus enter .more readily into the roots of plants, so
that a smaller quantity produces an equal eifect upon the crop.

In light, open, gravelly, quick soils, the bones are, in Annandale, found
more economical when applied in the dry crushed state to the turnip crop
—in slowly acting and stiffer soils, when previously dissolved. Gene-
rally speaking, however, all manures are believed to go farther when
brought into a liquid state. Horse dung is said to go QYcnfioe times as
far (?)

248. Is hair much used as a manure f

No. Hair is generally too expensive to be used as a manure in

this country. In China, where the people^s heads are all shaved
every ten days, the shavings are collected for manure; and the

sweepings of our hair-cutters' rooms might also be employed with
profit.

244. In whatform is wool used as a manure t

In the form of woollen rags. Mixed with earth, woollen rags
make an excellent compost. They are much used in England for

manuring hop vines, and in Holland for potatoes and turnips.

The teacher may here describe the hop plant, and explain the parpose for
which it is grown and employed by the brewers.—('See the Author's
Chemistry of Common lAfe, vol. ii. p. 89.)

Hair and wool are remarkable for containing about 5 per cent of sitfphur.

245. Arefish ever used as a manure f

Yes. Along many parts of the coast, fish and fish-refuse are
obtained in such quantities as to be applied economically as
manure.

246. What hind offish-refuse is usually employed as a manure t

Near the fish-curing stations, the guttings and cleanings of the
herring and pilchard, and the heads of the cod, are extensively
employed as a manure.

On some parts of our coasts, sprats and other tfah are caught in such abun-
dance as to be applied in bulk to the land. On the shores of New Eng-
land, 750 tons or nsh have been caught at a single haul, and sold to the
farmers at 8s. 6d. a cart-load.—(See th ) Author^s Ulements, 6th edition,

p. 209.)
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247. ITow are fishy and fish-refuaey beat used f

The best way ig to make them into a compost with earth and a
quantity of marl, if it is to be had, and to turn over the mixture once
or twice befoi ^ using.

Some as the least troublesome way, spread them in the fresh state upon the
land ; but when used in this way the loss is great, and the stench very
nauseous.

248. Could fishy or fish-refuse^ not he converted into a valuable

portable manure ?

Yes ; by drying with artificial heat, and reducing to powder.

In cleaninff the fish at Newfoundland, half the weight of the cod is thrown
away. This amounts at present to 60,000 tons of offal every year. The
seal fishery on the same coAst yields as much more. Gould all this be
economically dried, it would yield an unfailing yearly supply ofrich port-
able manure.

SKOT. XV. OP THE DROPPINGS OR DUNG OF ANIMALS.

249. What kinds of animal dung are most commonly employed
as manures ?

Nightsoil, horse-dung, cow-dung, sheep's dung, pigs' dung, and
birds' dung.

250. Which of these is the most valuable f

In general, nightsoil and birds' dun^ are the most valuable ; next
to these is horse-dung ; after that; pigs' dung ; and, lasUy, cows'
dung.

26 i. Why is nightiwl so valuable f

Because men generally live upon a mixture of animal and v^e-
tahle food, the former of which renders the iiung richer.

252. Why is horse-dung richer or hotter tMm cows' dung f

Because the horse voids little urine compared with the cow.

263. What is the principal objection to using pigi dung f

The dijsagreeable smell and taste it is said t(» give to the crops

raised by the use of it.

It gives* taste eveiuto tobacco'manured with it. (See Q. 278, note.)

264. What is the best way of using pigs' dung ?

The best way is to make it into a compost, or to mix it with the

dung of other animals.

255. Why is cows' dung colder and less liable to ferment than

most other kinds of dung.
Because the large quantity of urine voided by the cow carries off

a greater proportion of that which would otherwise cause it to

ferment.
A stall-fed milk-cow, voids from 2000 to 8000 gallons of urine in a year, and

this carries with it a large proportion ofthe soluble saline and other sub-

stances derived from the food.

266. In what respeci does the mixed dung of animals differfrom
thefood on which they live ?

It differs principally in containing a less proportion of carbon.
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and a greater proportion of nitrogen and of Baline matter, than the

food they have eaten.

257. How does it come to contain less carbon ?

Because animals as thev breathe throw ofT, through their lungs,

a large quantity of the carbon of their food.

268. In what fmrn docs the carbon of the food come from the

lungs during breathing ?

In the form of carbonic acid ^. (Q. 88, note.)

259. How rnvch carbon does a man givcoff in this form from
his lungs in a day ?

A fqll-grown man gives off from his lungs about half a pound of

carbon in a day, and a cow or a horse eight or ten times as much.

260. Do all the nitrogen and saline rnatter of thefood remain in

the minced dung and urijie of animals ?

Yes ; nearl; all the nitrogen and saline matters remain mixed with

« smaller quantity of carbon. than was contained in the food,

261. Is this larger proportion of nitrogen and saline matter one

cause of the greater c^ctivity of the dung of anim>als ?
;

Yes ; it is one of the principal causes.

Dry matter, in tl)e:forin of aniniftl droppings, is more fertilisiDg than an
equal weight in the form of the vegetable food on which the animals have
lived, for the reasons above stated among others.

.,'<S>62. l^hatform does .this nitrogen assume during thefermenta-
tion of animal rnamires ?

It assumes, for the most part, the form of ammonia. (Q. 87.)

203. Is this amMonia a fertilising substance ?

It generally is.

264. How dges ammQnia enter into the roots ofjplants^ when it is

formed in the manure ?

It is dissolved in the soil by water, and is then sucked in by the

roots.

265. What substojHces are formed in plants by the aid of this

ammonia ?

The gluten and other substances containing nitrogen are formed
in part by the aid of this ammonia. (Q. 75.) p

2^6. Is this ammonia^ then^ a very important ingredient in our
common manures ?

^es; bemuse nitiicpen, in some shape pr.otW, is ^bspl.utely

necessary to the growth of plants.

267. In uuiichjiurt of the droppings of animMs^ the solid or th^

liquid part, is ammonia produced in greatest abundance f

'^^ It is produced in the greatest abundance in the liquid part, jespe-

'*cially of the droppings of the cow.
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268. Is ii not of great importance^ therefore^ to preserve this

liquid part 'f

YcR ; it is of the greatest importance, though it is too often allow-
ed to run to waste.

A thonsand gallons of cowr' urine have heen found br experiment to be
equal, upon graas, to two cwt. of Peruvian guano, and upon turnips supe-
rior toiwenty cart-londB ofgood farmyard manure.

—

Kitminmonth. Co-
piously applied nftcr each cutting, it will produce six heavy cuttings of

Italian rye-grass in a single season.

•269. ffow would you collect the liquid manure ofyourfarmyard f

I would ro^ike a large covered tank or cistern, in or close by my
farmyard,Jn which I would collect it.

The tank, besides being covered, should be separated into two divisions by
a partition wall built in the middle of it. Each division should be capa-
ble of cpntaining one or two months' supply of the liquid.

When the one is full, the stream should be turned into the other; and when
this also is fiiU^ the liquid in the first division will be fermented, or ripo
enough for laying upon the land. A little slaked lime may be thrown
with advantjBge into each division, when i\\c fresh t<Wn0 begiDs to flow

! into it. (See Q. 278, note.)

270. How would you use this liquid manure ?

I would pump it occasionally upon my dung-heaps, so as to pro-

mote their fermentation ; or I would pour it upon my compost-heaps,
ilo enrich them.

271. Would you not employ it alone as a manure ?

Yes. Dviring the spring and summer I would dilute it with once
or twice its bulk of water, if necessftry ; and after it had fermented
ibr some time, I would put it.on my grass land,.on my young clover,

;rye-gras8, cabbage, or on any other young crops.

In some farms the application of liquid manure has lately b^en extensively
and profitably made by naeans of pipes which convey it jnto the field.

272. /* there any important difference between the fermented

urine,of our. cattle, and the drainings of ov,r fermenting

dung-heaps ?

'Yes. The fermented urine of our cows, horses, and sheep con-

tains potftsb, soda, and ammonia, but no pb.osprjfttes, while the

drainings of the dung-heaps almost always contain phosphates.

273. Is there any difference of this kind between, human urine

t and that of the horse, cow, sheep, and pig ?

Yes. The urine of man and that of the pig. contain phosphates

;

those of the horse, the cow, and- the sheep contain none.

The teacher will explain to his pupils how it follows from.this fact,j?/*«<,

that upon I3ci9st soils human urine and that of the pig are more valuable

manures; .^n^, 8f£Ci»£^, that all the phosphates of their food remain in

the solid excrements of the horge, tue cow, and the ,s4e?p.

.. 274. Is there any. other liquid containing ammoma whieh.ffUffht

be^nployed €ts a liquid manure rf ; -v ^v /\

?:^f-^-^—^,i'Ji^iiii^ -,'i
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Yes. The ammoniacal liquor of the gas-works, diluted with four

or five times its bulk of water, should bo collected and employed in

the same way as the liquid manure of the farmyard.

Much ofthis liquor is now employed for the manu faoture of salts ofammonia.

275. Does birds^ dungform a valuable manure f

Yes. Pigeons' dung espe2ially is a very rich manure; and the

dung of sea-birds has lately been introduced from South America
with great advantage, under the name of guano.

In Flanders, the dung of one hundred pigeons is valued at 258. a-year.

In 1845 as much as 288,800 tons of guano were imported into Great Britain

and Ireland; in 1861, 245,016 tons; and in 1852, 180,000 tons. This
ought to produce at least three times its own value in grain.

276. To what crops can guano be profitably applied f

It may be profitably applied as a top-dressing to the young grain

or grass crops ; or it may be used instead of the whole or of a part

of the usual application of farmyard dung, for the turnip and potato

crops.

277. In using it for the turnip or potato crops^ might it to be

allowed to come in contact toith the seed ?

No. It is better either to cover it, or to mix it with a quantity

of earth, so as to prevent the seed 1/om touching it.

278. Is it proper to mix guano with quicklime ? • .,,

No. Because the quicklime sets free the ammonia contained in

the guano, and causes it to escape into the air.

Here the teacher may mix a lUtle slaked lime with a spoonful of guano in

a wine-glass, and let his pupils smell the ammonia which willl>e given
off; or be may holdover the mixture a rod or feather dipped in vinegar
or muriatic acid, and show the- white' fumes. If he have no guano, ne
may use a little mt-amrnoiiac, or « titthe sul^hcUe of ammonia instead

:

ana may explain or show, by a similar experiment, that gyick-MmQ will

in the same way drive off the ammonia' contained in liquid manure or
nightsoil, and in horse or farmyard dung, ifit be mixed with any ofthese,

,u/ q/wr they have beffun to/ermmtt-
It is of pi actical importance to b^an-in mind that quicklime does not drive

off ammonia from the /roM droppings of birds or animals. It rather
tends to preserve fresh droppings from fermentation and from the loss

of ammonia. Hence fresh nightsoil is dried with less loss when previ-
ously mixed with quicklime. Hence also Quicklime may be added with
safety to fresh lurine, though it may expel ammonia from such as has
fermented.

279. Is it better to use gttano alone^ or in place of one-half only

of the usual applicaiiwfi offarmyard manure ?

In raising turnips and potatoes, it is better husbandry to use it

mixed with, or along with, one-half manure.
280. Why is it better husbandry ?

Chiefly because the guano, when used alone, does not supply to

average soils a sufficient quantity of oi^anic matter to maintain
them in the most productive state.

281. How much guano would you apply per imperial acre ?

About two cwi per acre, as a top-dressing for the grain crops,

28

su

28
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and two or three cwt, when used instead of half-dung, for potatocA
and turnips.

Ouano is aide used with advantage for turnips, along with dissolved bnnos,
14 owt. of guano an acre will give the plant a start, and 8 bushels of
bones will then carry it on to maturity.

282. Would you make your farmyard manure looee and open^ or
would you tread it down and cover it t

I would tread it down with stock, and both make and preserve it

under cover, if I conveniently could.

288. Whyeot
Because the manure so prepared loses less bv evaporation and

the action of the sun and rain, and is therefore ncher and of better

quality.

Lord Kinnaird found that.two parts of the same field dressed with equal
auantities, the one of manure prepared under cover of a roofand trodden
own by cattle, the other of manure ttom the open fold-yard, gave in

Covered. Uncovered.
1851, 11| tons. 7i tons of potatoes.

1852,.
. < 64 bushels.
. \ and 215 stones.

45 bushels of wheat.
156 stones of straw.

BEOT. XVI.—OP SALINE AND MINERAL MANURES.

284. Name the most important mineral and saline manures f

The most important mineral and saline manures are phosphate of

lime, nitrate of soda, sulphate of soda, sulphate of magnesia, sul-

phate ammonia, common salt, gypsuui, kelp, wood-ashes, soot,

and lime.

2S5. What is phosphate of lime f

Phosphate of lime is a whitish earthy substance, consisting of

iime and phosphoric acid, which in many places is dug up as a
mineral, a''id is used for agricultural purposes.

This phosphate is nearly the same thing as the hone-earth already spoken
of, ((). 285.) It occurs abundautly in some geological formations in

Horth America, and in some b"ds of the green-sand and of the cra^ of
England, and is contained, to a small and variable extent, in all lime-

stones. The discovery of these phosphate beds is one of the most im-
portant of the benefits which science has recently bestowed upon practi-

cal agriculture.— (See the Author's little work On the Use of Lwie in
Agrtcuiture, pp. 286 and 258.)

286. ffow is the mineral phosphate used as a manure ?

It is ground to fine powder, and then dissolved, like bones, in

sulphuric acid, and applied to the corn and root crops.

In this dissolved state it is sold under the name of mper-pTio»phate of lime.

The same name is often given also to dissolved bones, and to mixtures

of the two.

287. What is nitrate of soda f

Nitrate of soda is a white, salt-like (saline) substance, which is
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4:

fbund in the earth in some parts of P^ru, and is often applied with
great advantage as a top-dressing to grass land and to young
corn.

To show the difference between nitrate of soda and common sal^ with
which it is often adulterated, sprinkle a little of each on a red'hot cinder.

The common salt will crackle and i^^P in the fire (decrepitate), while the
nitrate of soda will cause a bright flame or burning {dejtapration.) Salt-

Eetre {nitrate ofpotash) will deflajgrate like nitrate of sooa ; but if there
e much common salt present m either of these nitrates, it will first

decr^itate and then d^fiagrnU.

888. What does nitrate of aoda consist of f

It consists of nitric add and soda.

64 lb. of nitric acid and 81 9>. of soda form 86 lb. of nitrate of soda.

The teacher may take an opportunity about this place of verbally explain-

i.Qg the kind of terms by which chemists denote < combinations of the
nitric, sulphuric, phosphoric, and carbonic acids, with potash, soda, lime,

and magnesia ; that wnen carbonic acid combines'with any of these sub-
stances, it forms a carbonoto, phosphoric acid avphospha^«, sulphuric
acid a sulpha^, nitric acid a mtrate. Hence, that pho«p1uUe of hme de-

notes a combination of phosphoric acid with lime ; sulphate of soda, a
combination of sulphuric acid with soda ; and so on.

289. Upoi what does the henefieial action of nitrate of soda on
plants depend f

Chiefly upon its supplying nitrogen and soda to the growing
crops.

100 B>. of nitrate of soda contain 16|| fb. of nitrogen. jf'

d90. 'What quantity would you lay upon an acrsf
From 1 cwt. to li cwt as a top-dressing in spring.

i In' Norfolk, such a top-dressing is found to increase the wheat crop by 7
or 8 bushels an acre. Similar results have been obtained in the Lotnians.
The effects are often better when it is aj^lied along witii common salt,

V or with superphosphate of lime.

H91. What is sulphate ofsoda t

Sulphate of soda is the substance commonly called Gljiuher salts,

Mid consists of sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol) and soda. It some-
times produces good effects when applied as a top-dressing to grass

knd, to turnips, to heans, and to young potato plants.

40 B>. of sulphuric acid, with 81 B>. of soda, form 71 Q>* of dry sulphate of
soda.

; 44^ of dry sulphate of soda, and 65| of water, form 100 ft. of crystallised

sulphate of soda, or common Glauber salts. By drying in an oven, all

thb water is driven off from the crystallised salt, and the 'dry (or

anh> drous) salt remains.

292. What is sulphate of magnesia t

Sulphate of magnesia, commonly known hy the name of Epsom
salts, is a bitter saline substance, consisting^ of sulphuric acid and
magnesia.

'I

100 parts oidry sulphate of magnesia consist of 84 of Jnagneaia and 66 of
sulphuric acid. The crystallised Epsom salts sold in the shops contain
61 per cent of water.
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This salt has been recommended as a top-^ressing for wheat and for the
potato, and is employed in the manufacture of artificial manures;

A Doy will soon learn, by the taste alone, to distinguish between common
salt, nitrate of soda, sulphate of soda, and sulphate of magnesia. In re-
gard to this mode of distinguishing them, questions at once instructive
and amusing will suggest themselves to the teacher.

298. What is sulphate ofammonia ?

Sulphate of ammonia is^ a' white crystallised substance, consisting

of sulphuric acid and ammonia. It is often applied profitably to
young grain crops in spring.

100 lb. of sulphate of ammonia contain 28)^ Tb. ofammonia, 6S}£ fb. of acid,
and 24 Jb. of water.

To crops of graiu which look yellow and sickly in spring, a top-dressing of
this salt, or of nitrate of soda, has been found very profitable when ap-
plied at the rate of 1 cwti or 1)^ cwt. per acre. It is one of the most
useful ingredients in seot (Q. 806.)

294. Sow is common salt applied t ,)-

Common salt may either be applied as a top-^'essing, or it may
be mixed with the farmyard or oth^ manure, or with the water used
in slaking quicklime.

too Jb. of common salt consist of 60 of chlorine, uid 40 df ametal called

tiodium, which, with oxygen, forms soda. Its chiemical name, therefore,

is chlorine of codium. ft exists in, and is necessary to, all cultivated
plants, especially to root crops, such as turnips and mangold-wurzel, to
leaf crops, like cabbage, and to young shoots, like asparagus. When
applied to grain crops, common salt almost always increases the weight
per bushel of the grain when reaped. Mixed With quicklime, and put
on the land, it gives strength to the straw.

296. In what places is salt most likely to he beneficial f

In places that are remote from the sea, or are sheltered by high

hiUs from the winds that pass over the sea.

296. Why is it likely to he less useful near the sea f

Because the sea-winds bring witli them a portion of the sea-spray,

and sprinkle it over the soil at a distance of many miles from the

sea-shore.

297. What is gypsum f

Gypsum is a white solid substance, composed of sulphuric acid

and lime. It forms an excellent top-dressing, upon many soils, for

red clover, and for the pea and bean crops ; and is recommended
fiw strewing upon termenting dung-heaps, or on the moist floors of

^tables, for the purpose of fixing the ammonia produced during

fermentation.

40 lb. of sulphuric acid, and 28^ fi). of lime, form 68^ lb. of burned gypsum,
which contains no water.

40 ft. of acid, 28^ ft. of lime, and 18 ft. of water, form 86i ft. of native or
unburned gypsum. Native or unburned gypsum loses about 21 per cent

of water when heated to dull redness, becoming burned gypsum.
The teacher may heat a little unburned gypsum on the end of^a knife (fig.

2), or in a tube over the candle : and show. &rd. that it becomes opaque
and milk-white ; second, loses water, and liecomes lighter ; and thwdy

that, after heating, it readily crumbles to a fine white powder.
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This fine white powder is the plaster-of-Paris, or ^itceOf which is used for

mining casts, and for the cornices of rooms.

208. JVhat do you mean hyping ammonia f

BlriiigiAg it into a state in which it will escape less readily into th«

air.

The carbonate of.ammonia of fermenting manures is by moist gypsum con-
yerted into sulphate of ammonia, which is less volatile, or more faedf
when exposed to. the air.

299. Under what eireumstanees ought these salt-like or saline «u^
stances to h6 allied f

They ought to be applied in calm weather, in order that they may
be equally spread ; and soon after or before rain, that they may be
dissdved in^the solL

300. And at what season of the year f *

Generally in spring, when the young crops b^in to shoot ; and in

the case of grass, soon after every cuttmg.

* 301. Are mixtures of these substances sometimes mme beneficial than
any of them applied singly f

Yes*. A mixture of nitrate and sulphate of soda usually produces

a much/more beneficial effect upon potatoes than either of them
alone. The same is often the case with a mixture of common salt

anc* gypsum upon the bean crop,, of common salt and nitrate of soda
upon wheat, and with mixtures of this nitrate and the salts of
ammonia upon every crop.

The teacher will find some useful particulars upon this point in the Author's
Elementa of AaricvUural ChemMi*y and Geology (sixth English edition,

p. 270,) which ne may consult with advantage for the purpose of explain-
ing the subject more fully to his pupils when he shall think it proper
to do so. .

302. What is help t

Kelp is the ash tliat is left when sea weed is burned in lai^
quantities.

303. Gav it be employed usefully as a manure f

Yes. As a top-dressing to grass lands and to young com.

,
- }' For the turnip and potato crops, it may be tried on some soils with advan-

.. , tage, either alone, at the rate of 4 to 6 cwt. an acre, or with half the
i^sual application of farmyard manure. Of course the kelp will not do
so mucn good as the sea-weed from which it is prepared, because the
useful organic matter of the sea-weed has been burned away ; but it is

more portable, and is capable of being applied where sea-weed itself

cannot be, and is therefore deserving of<a trial.

304. Has Tcelp been much employed as-ammiure f

Not hitherto ; but there is reason to believe that, if iairly tried,

it might bo profitably employed to a large extent,

Charred sea-weed and fish-refuse mixed together would mutually improve
and assist the use of each other.

305. Are wood aslies (o-r the ashes of burred wood) a valmiblA

manure f

Yes. When applied to grass lands, wood-ashes destroy moss

I

812.
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and increase their luxuriance. Upon young com and potatoes they
proddce a beneficial effect, and they are profitably mixed with bones,
rape-dust, guano, and other manures Which are employed for the
turnip crop.

In Lower Canada, 40 bushels cf wood-ashes, applied alone to some soils,

give a crop of 200 to 250 bushels of potatoes.

806. How U coal-soot used as a manure f

It is applied as a top-dressing to grass land, as a manure for pota-

toes, and as an admixture with other manures.

Soot contains lime, eypsum, and sulphate of ammonia, the latter some-
times to the extent of one-eighth part of the whole weight of the soot.
To the last of these substances its efficacy as a manure is very much
owing.

307. What visible effects do soot^ the salts of ammonia^ and the
nitrates^ produce upon the ci'ops f

They give them a rich and luxuriant green colour, and make
them more juicy and succulent.

SBCT. XVII.-^OP LIMESTONE, AND OP THE BURNING AND
USE OF LIME. -.^

308. What does limestone consist off
Limestone consists of lime (^MW^-lime) in combination with

carbonic acid.

28 !b. of lime, and 22 lb. of carbonic acid, make 50 !b. of pure limestone.
The teacher may here revert to the properties of carbonic acid and lime,
and examine his pupils upon what tney had previously learned as to
these substances.

309. What name is given to limestone ly chemists f

It is called by chemists carbonate of lime.

310. Are there many varieties of limestone f

Yes. Some soft, such as chalk ; some hard, such as our common
limestones ; some of a yellow colour, like many of the magnesian
limestones, which contain magnesia ; some pure white, like sta-

tuary marble ; some black, like the Derbyshure black marble ; and
so on.

Here it would be advantaj^eous if the teacher could exhibit some of the
above or of other varieties of Umestone.

311. Whatismwrlf
Marl is the same thing as limestone—namely, carbonate of lime

;

only it is often met with in a soft state, or in that of a fine powder

:

and often, also, mixed with sand and clay.

Marls contain variable proportions of lime. In some there is less than 20,

in others 80 or 90 per cent of carbonate of lime.

812. Do limestones and marls contain any other compound of lime

that isfavorable to vegetation f

They contain usually a minute quantity of phosphate of lime.
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tn limestones, the phosj^hate occasionally amounts to li| per cent, and hi

some few marls, to S, 8, or 4 per cent. Such quantities ofphosphate of
lime sensibly increaoe the value of the lime or marl, for agricultural pur-
poses. Beds of marl are sometimes found in the green-sand formation^ ^

which contain from 6 to 14 per cent, or even more, of phosphate of lime.

(Q. 285, note.)

318. What 18 shell-sand f

Shell-sandf or broken sea-shells, is also nearly the same thuig ad
common limestone.

814. Can these marls and shell-sartds be applied with advantage to

the land t

Yes. As a top-dressing to grass lands, and especially to sour,

coarse, and mossy grass. They may also be ploughed or harrowed
into arable land, and may be applied with great advanti^, and in

large quantity to, peaty soils.

815. Can they not he used also in maJeing composts t ^

Yes. When mixed with earth and vegetable matter, such as peat

or sea-weed ; or with animal matter, such as dead animals, fish, fish-

refuse, whale-blubber, &c., and even with &rmyard dung. '

316. Roto would you ascertain the presence of lime in a soil^ or in

a substance supposed to be a marl f

By putting a little of it into a glass, and pouring upon it either

vinegar or weak spirit of salt (muriatic acid.) If any bubbling up
(effervescence) appeared, I should say that lime was present

317. To what would this bubbling up be owing t

It would be owing to the escape, of carbonic acid gas from the

carbonate of lime which the soil or marl contained.

The teacher may perform this experiment by pouring weak acid upon marl
or powdered chalk in a wine-glass, and showing the bubbling up. He
may further convince his pupils that the gas given off is really carbonic
acid, by introducing a lighted taper into the glass, and so on. (See Q. 43.

)

318. What takes place when limestone (carbonate of lime) is burned
I in the Mln f "^.u

The carbonic acid is driven off from the limestone by the heat,

V d the lime alone remains.

The teacher may here pour diluiud muriatic acid upon a few bits of lime-
stone in a beer-glass, and show that carbonic acid is given off by, and
therefore is contained in the limestone. He may then pour the same acid

^ upon a piece of well-burned lime, and show that no gas is given off, and
therefore that no carbonic add is contained in the quicklime. It has been
driven off by the heat, as the answer says.

The habits of observation, as well as the reasoning powers of boys, cannot
fail to be strengthened by such experimental demonstrations as these.

319. What is the lime called in this state t

It is called burned lime, quicklime, caustic lime, hot lime, lime-

shells, &c.

The teacher may show the caustic or alkaline property of quicklime, by
putting a little of it into a solution of vegetaole-blue colour (litmus or

or

824j

po^

8251

atll
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820. What weight of quicklime or lirne-ehelU is obtained from a
ton of Umeetone f

A ton of pure Ihnestone yields about llj cwt of quicklime. .,H,-:-ft.

831. Whctt takes place when water is poured upon quiehlime
The quicklime drinks in the water, becomes very hot, swells up,

and grfkdually falls to powder.

Fig. 25. The teacher may exhibit this effect of
woter upon lime by pouring water
upon it, as in fig. 25, and may satisfy
his pupils that the heat produced m

• great, by showing that it will some*
times set fire to gunpowder placed
upon a dry portion of the lime, or
Will heat a cold baked pie when put
in the middle of it. He may also
explain to them that it is the heat
thus given offWhich occasionally sets
fire to the sods with which heaps of
lime-shells are som-^times covered up
in the fields.

It rec[uires a piece of very good and
well-burned lime to fire gunpowder in this way ; but the experiment
Will be more sure to succeed if sulphuric acid, diluted with one or two
waters, be used instead of pure water. The mass will become so hot as
readily to kindle gunpowder. In this case, however, it will be gypatim
(sulphate of lime,) and not merely slaked lime, that will be produced.

322. What is this pouring of water upon limey so as to make itfali^

us^tally called f

It is usually called slaking the lime, and the lime is called slaked
or slacked lime.

838. Does the quicklime increase in weight when slaked t

Yes ; one ton oipure quicklime become 26i- cwt of slaked lime.

This may be shown by weighing a piece of lime, slaking it, and then
weighing it again after it has fulen to a fine powder. If the lime be im-
pure, the increase of weight will generally not be so great as it ought to

be if pure.

824 Does quicklime fall to powder of itself when left exposed to

the air f

Yes; it absorbs water from the air, and gradually falls to

powder.

826. Does quicklime drink in (absorb) anything elsefrom the air f

Yes ; it gradually drinks in carbonic acid from the air, and retunw
at length to the state of carbonate.

The teacher may here satisfy his pupils that lime does thus absorb ear*

bonic acid from the air, by pouring a little lime-water into a wide-mouth-
ed glass or into a saucer, and showing them that an insoluble film of
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white carbonate of lime gradually fonns on its surface, where it is in con-
tact with the air. This experiment may be exhibited for the purpose of
showing two things—-^«^, that carbonic acid exists in the air (Q. 44)

;

and second, that quicklime absorbs it, and forms this film.

326. Whm it hm thus returned to the state of carhonatCj is it

betterfor the land than before it was burned t

Yes ; it is in the state of a far finer powder than could be got by
any other means, and can thus be more thoroughly mixed with the

sdl.
•

327. What is it usually called when it has thus returned to the

state of carbonate f

It is usually called mild lime, to distinguish it from the quick op
caustic lime.

328. Does quichlime act in a different way upon the land from
mild lime f

It acts very much in the same way, but more quickly.

329. How do they both act f

They act principally in four ways—;/fr»^, by supplying the lime

which all plants require as part of their food ; second^ by combining
with acids in the soil, so as to remove the sourness of the land

;

thii'dy by gradually disposing the vegetable matter of the soil to

change into soluble food for plants ; and, fourth, by acting upon the

mineral matter of the soil so as to fit it for entering into the roots

of growing plants.

The teacher may mix a little slaked lime with vinegar, or w'.th weak muri-
atic or sulphuric acid, and show that it very soon take*; away the sour-
ness of the liquid. In the soil it acts in a similar way.

330. Would you prefer a pure lime to one containing a considera-

ble per centage of magnesia or earthy matter f

I would prefer a pure lime for laying upon the land.

Magnesia, in a limestone, is easily detected by dissolving the limestone in
vinegar or muriatic acid, and adding lime-water to the clear solution.

If the lime-water make it milky, it contains magnesia. It ought to be
remembered, however, that unless the soil naturally contain a consider-
able per centage of magnesia, the presence of a small proportion of
magnesia in the lime applied to it ^2 or 8 per cent) will make it more
valuable to the land, because, as we nave seen, magnesia is one of those
substances of which grain especially exhausts the soil. (Q. 181.)

331. Would you bury lime deep, or would you keep it near the sur-

face f

I would always keep it near the surface, as it has a natural ten-

dency to sink.

332. To what land would you apply quiekUm>e rather than mild

^ I would apply quicklime to peaty soils, to heavy clay-soils, to

arable lands which are very sour, and to such as contain a great

deal of vegetable matter.

of J

or

or
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888. In v>hat itate ia slaked lime said to produce the mott tasting

eff'eet on "hill pasture f

It is said to produce a more lasting effect, when applied after it

has become wet by exposure to the air and rain, than when put on
in a dry and newly-slaked state.

In Dumfriesshire, in Scotland, the lime is said to be dabby or dracket when
in this state of wetness.

834. Will the same quantity of lime produce as great an effect upon
wet as upon dry or drained land f

No ; the same quantity will produce a greater effect upon drained
or naturally dry land than upon wet land.

835. What quantity of quicklime is usually addedto arable land
in this country ?

It is usually added at the rate of eight or ten bushels a-year to

each acre.

836. Is it added every year t

No ; it is added every rotation^ or every second rotation, or some*
times only once in the nineteen years.

The teacher may here explain the meaning of the new word rotation, and
may illustrate it by reference to the course of cropping in his own or in

the neighbouring states : and if he make himself master of the th':!orir

of rotations, especially uf the necessity and reasons for a change of crop's

on all soils (see the Author's Lectnret on Agricultural Chmistry and
Geology), he may, in conversation, give his pupils most profitable notions
upon this subject, which they will seldom forget in after-life.

887i Would you rather apply the lime in large doses at long inter-

vals, or in small doses at shorter intervals ?

If I applied a large dose of lime at the beginning of my occupation

of a farm, I would apply smaller doses at ttie end of each rotation,

or at the end of every second rotation, to keep up the quantity of

lime in the land.

3,38. Why does lime require to ie repeated f

Chiefly for three reasons—;/?r«i, because the crops eat up every

year and carry off a portion of the lime ; second, because a portion

of it sinks into the subsoil ; and, thirdly, because the rains are

always washing a portion of it out of the land.

For more on the important subject of lime, tne Author's work on tin JJ«s

of Lvimm Agriculture iftay be consulted with advantage.

SECT. XVIII.—OP THE PROPORTIONS OF STARCH, GLUTEN, AND
FAT CONTAINED IN THE CROPS WHICH THE FARMER USUALLY

REAPS.

889. Of what nutritive substances do the different kinds of culti-

vated grain and roots chiefly consist f

They consist chiefly of three substances—starch, gluten, and oil

or fat.
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84& What proportion of oaeh of thete wuallj/ otitis in wheai^ hxr-

loy^ or rye f

100 lb. of rye, barley, or wheaten flour contain aboat 56 lb. of
starchj 10 tb. of ghiten, and 2 or 8 lb. of oil.

Rye IS the principal food of the Northern nations of Europe south of La^
land, as far as the Rhine. Barley is remarkable among grains for ripen-
ingac faf north as nortfa-vrestern Lapland, and occasionally in Iceland
and as far south as the high grounds beneath the equator.

841. In tohat proportions do they exist in unshelUd oats f

100 lb. of good oats contain about 40 lb. of starch, 10 ^. of gluten,

and 4 lb. of oil.

Oats are the national food of Scotland, which' produces better samples of
this grain than any other country. Eaten as the sole food, oatmeal is

heating to the' skin, and in some constitutions produces boilo.<

842. In '.^hat proportions do they exist in Indian com V
100 lb. of Indian corn contain about 60 lb. of starch, 10 Ib.^ of

gluten, and 6 lb. of fat
The proportions of starch and fat or oil diflfer much in different varieties of

Indian corn. The Tuscarora corn, for example, contains much starch,

and the pop>com much oil—sometimes as much as 10 per cent.

Maize or Indian com is the only bread-corn of tropical America, and is a
Fig 26. principal food in the United States of North

Amenca. In 1850. the crop of maize in 'that

Republic was estimated at 66 million* of

quarter?.

848. In what proportions do th^j czias in
rice f *

100 lb. of clean rice contain about 75 ^ of

starch, 7 tt>. of gluten, and | lb. of fat • ^.

Rice is the principal food of the East Indianfand
some other Eastern nations—^with curry it is

'the staff of life in India. The finest sampler
come from South Carolina. It is remarkable
as the kind of food by which a larger propor-
tion of the human race is supported than by
any other. It is less laxative than the other
cereal grains. When substituted for potatoes-

in our workhouses it has sometimes induoetl

scurvy.

844. Is htiehwheat a nutritive grain t

It is more nutritive than rice, and nearly

equal to wheat
Buckwheat is cultivated in almost every country

in the temperate regions, but it does not fomf
the principal food in anr.—(ConsultJohhston's
aehool Physieai AOat, !Plate 16.)

845. What is dhurra or doora t (Fig. 26.)

Doora is a variety of millet It is a small,

round, white grain, very prolific, and as

nutritious as wheat
This grain is the staff of life over neariy all

Doora or Indian Millet. Northern Africa^ and is much used in India and
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840. W%at proportions of these ingredients exist in leans or pease f

100 lb. of Deans or pease contain about 46 lb. of starch, 24 lb. of
gluten, and 2 lb. of fat

Beans and other pulse are chiefly remarkable for the pTopoilioii of glatea
they contain, and for their constipating quali^.

84T. In what proportions do they exist in hvy t

100 lb. of cloyer, or of rich English hay, contain 40 lb. of starch,

8 lb. of gluten, and 4 lb. of fat

848. Which hind ofstra/a is the most nutritious f

In our climate pea or bean straw, then oat straw, then barley and
wheat straws.

Oat straw is sometimes more nutritious than good hay, but the time of
cutting, the climate, the season, and the soil, all affect the feeding qua<
lities of straw.

849. What do potatoes^ turnips^ and other roots chiefly consist off
' Their principal constituent is water.

850. How much water is contained in 100 W. ofpotatoes f
100 lb. of potatoes contain about 75 n>. of water, and nearly 25

lb. of nutritiye matter. (See Q. 20, note.)

851. How much water is contained in 100 II, of turnips^ carrots^

mangold wurzel f

100 1l>. of turnips contain about 88 lb. of water, and of carrots or
mangold-wurzel about 85 lb.

7he quantity of water in these roots is often greater than this, and conse-
quently the proportion of dry nutritive matter less.

852. Wliat quantities ofstarch and gluten do potatoes contain f

100 lb. of potatoes contain from 15 to 20 l6. of starch, and about
2 Vb. of gluten.
' The potato is remarkable for being grown over a greater range of latitude

and altitude than any other cultivated plant. Its culture extends from
> the southern extremity of Africa to Lapland, Iceland, and Labrador, and

from the sea level to a height of 13,000 feet on the Andes, and 4800 on
the Alps. It is the national food of Ireland, which produces this root
in great abundance and of excellent quality. In 18^ nearljr a million

of acres of potatoes were grown in Ireland. The dry nutritive matter
of the potato is remarkable for being nearly identical in composition
with that of rice. (Q. 348.

)

853. Are these proportions of starchy gluten^ and oil orfat, always
the same in the same grain or root f

No ; some yarieties of wheat contain more gluten than others, some
varieties of oats more oil than others, and some yarieties of potatoes

and Indian com more starch than others.

Even the same variety, however^ diners with the circumstances in whicll

it is grqwn. The time of cutting also affects the composition of grain

—

—the most profitable time for cutting wheat, in our climate, being two
weeks, and for oats one week, before full or dead ripeness.
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854. What hinds of grain contain the largett proportions offat
and gluten f

Oats, Indian corn, and the oily ; seeds, contain most fat ; beans

and peas most eluten and least oil and oily seeds most gluten and
oil together, (see note to Q. 859.)

The teacher may here explain that oily seeds are such as yield oil by ex*

Eression—linseed, rape-seed, poppy-seed, hemp-seed. Ac—may describe

ow the oil is expressed, what ui^e is made of it, what of the refuse or

cake left behind, and so on. (Q. 221.)

856. What hind of green crops contains the largest proportion of
gluten t

The dry substance of the cabbage contains more gluten than any
other crop we grow.

Thus, dried wheat contains 12, dried beans 28, dried potatoes 8, dried tur-

nips 14, and dried cabbage 80 to 85 lb. of gluten in the 100.

Fig. 27. 856. Ham the soil and climate any infnence
upon the proportions of these ingredients

in dip-'erent crops.

Yes; the wneat of warm climates is said to

contain more gluten, the potatoes and barley

grown upon light or well-drained land more
starch; and other crops are probably affected

in a similar way.

Unripe potatoes also contain less starch than ripe ones.

857. Is any nourishment contained infruits f

Yes. Dried figs, as they come to this country,

are about as nutritious as the same weight of

wheaten bread. Dried dates are considerably les^

so, though they are the bread of the desert. Raw
applQS are about equal to raw potatoes.

Wheaten bread contains about 45 per cent of water,
dried fij^s 20 per cent.

The date is an important part of the jgeneral food in

the desert regions of Northern Africa. Wherever
a spring of water appears, the date tree (fig. 27) ac>

companies it. Among the oases of Fezzan, nine-

teen-twentieths of the population live upon it for

nine months in the year ! It is rich in sugar, but
somewhat poor in gluten. This defect is generally made up by an allow-

ance of camels' milk, or an occasional kid, or a handful of lentils.

Apples are much used in some parts of the United States for feeding milk-

cows and pigs, and are reckoned about equal to their own weight of
potatoes.

858. When grain or potatoes are burned, do they leave any inor-

ganic matter or ash f

Yes ; they all leave a small quantity of ash when burned.

359. Of what does this ash consist 7

It consists of the phosphates of potash, soda, lime, and magnesia,

ofcommon salt, and other saline substances. ,

The Date-tree.

Scale, 1 Inch to 40 feet.

Fruit, 1 inch to 4 inches.

J
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)

The teacher may here explain more fully the composition of this ash, hj
referring to the table under Q. 181, which exhibits the composition of the
ash of diflferent kinds of grain, and by explaining that the ash of graiD
crops, of root-crop^, and of fhiits. contains a certain quantity of an the
substances there mentioned ; but that the combinations of phosporic acid
with potash, soda, magnesia, and lime, are its Tnott importcmt ingredients.

The following table exhivits a summary of what is contained in the present
section. R may be advantageously printed in calico, and suspended on
the walls of the school-room, along with other tables glTen in the pre-
ceding part of the Catechism :

—

Water
Husk
and
fibre.

16
16
£0
16
8

?

10
8

11

?

?

—

i

Starch
and

sugar.
Gluten Fat. Ash.

2
8
4
2
1

2
2
8
1

4

k
1

2

Wheat 16
16
16
12
12
14
?

14
16

88

86
90

12
21
28

66
66
40
66
15
66
?

46
16
76
8

77
10
4
40

78
68

10
10
10
10
7
10
10
24
2
8

li*
lito2
8to8i

80 to 86
86
6

8

8
2
4
8

H
6
r

2

H

12

Barley ,

Oats.. »

Rye
Rice
Indian com ^

Buckwheat
Beans
Potatoes
Dried notatoe
Tumin-i
Dried turnio
Carrot
Cabbase
Dried cabbaffe
Linseed, rape, and poppy cakes
Dried figs

Dried dates

The turnip, carrot, and cabbage do not in reality contain starch, but they
contain the proportions here indicated of other substances which serve

the same purpose as starch in the feeding of animals. (See Q. b '8, note).

SECT. .XIX,—USES OF THE STARCH OF OUE CROPS IN THE

FEEDING OF ANIMALS.

860. What natural purposes are vegetables intended to serve f

They are chiefly intended for the food of animals.

861. What substances must cm animal derive from its food that it

may be maintained in a healthy state f

It must obtain starch, gluten, oil or fat, and saline or morganic

matter.
,

862. Do you recollect what starch consists off

Starch consists of carbon and water. (Q. 78.)

868. For what purpose does an animal require starch in itsfood t

It requires starch to supply the carbon which it throws off from

its lungs during respiration.

The teacher may here explain that gum and sugar, which also consist of

carbon andwater only (Q. 78), serve the same purposeswhen eaten as the
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BUroh of our food doei ; and that what is here said, for simplioitr, of

Btaroh only, is trae also of the sugar and cuni contained in the vegetable

subfitanocs we eat, as well as of tne peooRar substance {ptdot* orjuotic

acid) contained in the turnip, carrot, and naangold-wunel.

564. Do you reeolUet how much oarhon a nian throm off from hit

lungt in a day f

Yes. He throws off from to 8 ounces in a day. (Q. 269.)

W' What quantity of Harch must he eat^ in ordw to supply this

quantity of carbon to Ic given offfrom his lungs in a day t

He will require to eat nearly a pound of potato starch in a day. ,,

10 ounces of starch contain about 4^ ounces of carbon. (Q. 7dy)

Fig. 29.

• :t^^ J \

Potato starch. Wheat starch.

*?,^
Bice starch.

The little erains of starch, when magnified 62,600 times, are seen to be '

singulBrly formed, and of different shapes and sizes—as represented in

figs. 28-80. Those of rice are particularly small and angular. Whel^er
these differences in any way affect the value of different kinds of starch
for food is not known.

M6. In whatform is the carbon given offfrom the lungs ofanimaU f

It is given off in the form of carbonic acid gas.

This may be here shown again, by breathing through lime water, as des-
cribed in the note to Q. S&.

367. For what purpose does the animal undo what the plant has

done, by re-converting the carbon of the starch into carbonic

acid. (Q. 80.)

V The purpose is to keep the animal warm.
If starch be burned in the air, it will, like wood, give out much heat, and
be converted into carbonic acid and water. In the animal body it is con-
verted into carbonic acid and water, and, in the act of being so con-
verted, is believed to give offbeat slowly m the body, as it does whsn it

1^
is burned in the air, and thus to keep up the natural warmth.

868. What becomes of the carbonic acid gas thus given off f

It is diffused through the air, and is afterwards absorbed again

by plants, in order that new quantities of stardi may be produced
from it.

The teacher may here appropriately draw the especial attention of his
pupils to the beautiful «jrde ofnatural opeE&tions above described. Even
duldreu may he loade to-see the j^eauty and bauoty of the process by

81

3'
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whidh th« lame carbon ii again and af^ain tranafomoed by the plant into
staroh, and by the animal into oorbonio acid, as well as the purpose for
which these changes are made to take place—namely, to hnp «p tKs

warmth qf the animal body.

EOT. XX.—USES OF THE GLUTEN, FAT, AND MINBHiAL MATTER OF
PLANTS IN THE FBEOINO OF ANIIIA'^.

869. What purpose is served by the gluten of vegetables in the

feeding of animals f

It builds up the muscles or loan part of the body.

370. But for what purpose does an animal require gluten in its

food afUr it is full grown f

A full-grown animal requires gluten for the purpose of repairing

the daily waste of the muscles of its body.

671. Are the muscles of an animal reaily subject to waste f

Yea Nearly all the parts of the body suffjr a certain waste every

day.
|t is believed that all the parts of the bodv o^ a well-fed man are removed
or renewed once in the course of every thii i/ or ibr' days. Yet this is

done so imperceptibly that the old scars on the bod remain t The more
exercise a man takes, the more bodily labour h 2> irforms, or ikt mort
h« thinkty the faster is hiB body wasted, and, if I ; has food enough, re-

newed. When no food i.-> taken, the b i ^oses in sumo *> ope-four-
teenth, in winter one-twelfth, of its wei| ht i < twenty-four Uours!

872. What becomes' of the part that thus wastes away ?

It is carried through the body, and forms part of the dung tnd
urine of the animal

873. How can the gluten ofplants repair the waste of the muscles

or lean part of the animal ?

Because the gluten of plants is almost exactly the same thing as

the muscular part of animals.

374. Will those hinds offood which contain most gluten he most

fittedy therefore, to build up and imrease the muscles or

the muscular stren^ t'* ?

Yes ; such as beans, peaj>, linseed-cake and cabbage.

A working horse, for example, will lose strength if fed upon potatoes only,

but with an addition of beans, it will work well.

376. Why does the animal require oil wfat in itsfood ?

To supply the natural waste of fatty matter which takes place.

376. Does it serve any other purpose ?

Yes. When more is given than is nece&saiy to supply tiie waste,

it may make the animal &t.

377. Isfood that contains much oil, then, the bestforfattening ?

Yes. Of two samples of food, that whidbi contains the most oil

will generally fatten most quickly.

378. Is this the reason why linseed and oil cakes, and, ma less

degree, Indian com, are so goodforfati€»ii^ siiHikJ
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•.*?i

Tes ; it is one reason. (Q. 359, note.)

About 80,000 tons of linseed cake are imported annually into Great Bri-
tain, as food for cattle, at a cost of nearly £70,000. In the county of
Rutland, it has been found profitable to mix linseed oil with the other
food given to cattle.

Jbmif-cake is by some supposed to be dangerous as a food Tor cattle ; but
this is not the case. Foppy-seed puddings are a constant fayourite
Christmas dish in Hungary.

Hape-cake, from its hot taste, is not relished by cattle ; but they eat it

readily when mixed with a little molasses, or boiled with half its weight
of bean-med, and mixed with cut straw. Sheep eat it freely while they
are fed upon cabbage, or abundantly supplied with water.

Zld, What purpose is the inorganic or mineral matter ofplants
inteTided to serve in the feeding of animals ?

It is intended to supply mineral matter to the different parts of

the body, as the soil supplies them to the plant

380. Are these mineral substances necessary to the animal at all

stages of its growth f

Yes. A oertain daily portion is always necessary to supply the

daily waste of the mineral matter of the bones, of the salts in the

blood and in the muscles, &c.

381. What kind of mineral matter does the animal principally

require, to build up and repair the waste of its bones f

Phosphate of lime i^ the kind of mineral matter which is princi-

pally required by the bones. (Q. 233.)

The body of a full-grown man contains from 9 to 12 S>. of dry bone, which
yields, when burned, from 6 to 8 fc. of bone ear;h. Common salt is the
principal mineral matter in the. hlood, and phosphate of potash in the

382. Do not. the gluten, fat, and saline matter serve a double

purpose when the aniynal it growing ?

Yes. When the animal is growing, they not only supply the

daily waste, but are daily ad^g to the weight of the animal's body.

383. Will a growing animal, (m this account, require a larger

supply of these kinds offood ?

Yes. A growing animal of the same weight will require more
of these kinds of food than an animal which is already full-grown.

To sustain an animal, if not hard worked, requires abou^ one-sixtieth part
of its weight of good hay ; to increase or fatten it, or enable it to give
milk, about a thirtieth part, or twice as much.

384. Suppose an equal quantity of the same kind of food given

to a growing arid a full-grown animal^' which of them
will give the richer dung ?

• The full-grown animal will give the richer dung.

386. Why so?
Because the growing animal extiracts and retains more of the

substance of the food.

I
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886. Why does it do this f

Because it has both to supply the natural waste of its own body
and to add to its size, while the full-grown animal has only to sup-
ply the daily waste.

887. Why is the dung offattening stock richer than that of grow-
ing stocky or ofeotos in milk f

Because uttening stock extract and retain chiefly the oil and
starch of their food, and reject more of the remainder than other

stock do.

Tet much of the enriching gluten of the food is always found in the dung.
When sheep consume about 1 lb. of rape a-day, and cattle in propor-
tion, 5-6th8 of the nitrogen or ffluten of tne food in the case of the sheep,
and 7-8ths in that of the cow. Is fbund in the dung.^WoLFF.

888. How would you convert a ton of oats^ Indian com^ tumipey
or hayj into the largest quantity of beefor mutton t

I would keep my cattle or sheep in a warm or sheltered place,

where tLey might nave wholesome air, and but little light ; and I

would disturb mem as little as possible.

889. Ifyou wanted merely tofattenafull-grown least, what vwuld
you do t

I would keep it warm, disturb it little, and give it fat or oily food
^—oil-cake, oate, Indian-corn, boiled linseed jelly, &c.

—

mUti a good
supply of turnips.

The degree of warmth and confinement under which animals will thrive

J. depends much upon the breed. The hardy and wild Wed MgJdaTMUr
may pine away in the warm and confined sheds in which the Teetwaier
ox thriresbest; and the blaekfaced sheep may lose flesh and become
unhealthy where the delicate Leicester thrives and fattens.

890. Jfyou wished only to convert a la/rge Quantity ofhay, straw,

or turnips into manure, what wouta you do t

I would put my stock in a cool and less sheltered place, and I

would make them take a good deal of exercise.

391. As a general rule, in fattening off milk-cows or pigs, would
you give thefood sweet or sour t

To pigs I would give it slightly sour ; to fiittening cows and bul-

locks I would give it fi*esh and sweet

In some of the great London dairies, the brewers' grains are trodden while
hot into deep pits lined with brick, and covered over with a layer of
earth, so as to exclude the air. Treated in this way, they are said to

becoire swoeter and more nutritive bv keeping, and are considered none
the worse for being several years old.

892. Why would you gvoe it sour to pigs t

Because it has been found by experience that more pork is obtain-

ed from green vegetables, or from bean-meal, boiled potatoes, &c.,

when mixed with water and left to sour, than when give; fresh and
sweet

It is curious that all tribes of men which live chiefly upon milk prefer to
-: dfink it sour. .-•^,

• •. i.-~-,',,,.j;v, ,:.-. .

"
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893. Is there any pro/it in ervshing^ coohing^ or mixing food f

Yes. When crushed or cooked, the food is more completely
digested, and goes farther. Upon mixed food, the animal can be fed

to a greater weight ,./ . „

The Shakers of Lebanon in the United States give as the result of their

experience in feeding 1% million pounds of pork with Indian corn—that
8 of ground are equal to 4 of unground Indian corn.
8 of cooked *' '" tq 4 of raw Indian corn-meal.

894. Why is hard or dryfood generally given infeeding offanimals

,j
/or the butcher^ especially when they are to he salted f

Because then the fat is harder, the meat takes in the salt and keeps
better, and it shrinks less both in salting and in cooking.

395. Is there anything else you toquld do to malse your stock-feed-

ing Tnore profitable f

Yes. I would keep my cow-houses well ventilated, but warm,
and my sheep and pigs clean ; I would curry my cattle occasionally,

and I would feed them at regular intervals, and at least three times
a-day.

The importance of currying and keeping the skin clean may be inferred
' from the faut, that the skm of a man contains seven millions of pores,

which are the mouths ofthe little tubes by which the perspiration escapes.
They are distributed as shown in the annexed wood-cut (fig. 81.) Neither

yjm 81. .

man nor animal can long
**

* be in good health if, by
allowing dirt to collect

on the skin, these pores
be closed.

890. What are the sources

of profit in keeping

good breeds of stock

and infeeding them
well ?

The sources of profit

ate these: Firsts Good
stock come to earlior • la-

turity, and give inore

beef, mutton, or pork
from the same weight of

food, of a better quality.

Surface of the Cuticle greatly magnified, show- and in a shorter time,

ing the pores and hairs. Second^ When well fed

they make a larger quantity of rich manure, which enables the

farmer, from the same extent of land, to raise larger crops than

before.

AH these facts regarding the use and effect of different kinds of food in

the fattening of stock, are subject to manv modifications in actual prac-

tice. The hreed of the animal, its individual oonatUtiiion and temper, and
the ciramstanoes in which it is kept, all influence fee result of iue feed-

m-.

81
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ing. The proportions in which different varieties of food are mixed, and
the period of the fattening at which a given weight of any food is con-
sumed, also affect the increase of the animal's weight. Both in sheep
and pigs, less is laid on, from the same weight of food, the fatter the
animal becomes. Such things as these the teacher may advert to, by
way of explaining how it so often happens that the same Kind and quan*
tity of food produces upon different animals results so unlike.

A

I

SECT. XXI. OF MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCE, AND THE FEEDINQ
OF MILCH COWS.

r;.a c'»\>l.-,Ri

897. What does milh consist of f

Milk consists of water, curd, butter or fat, and a peculiar kind of

., V sugar called milk-sugar.

-1 A hundred lb. (or 10 gallons) of cows' milk contai|i about ^^ lb. of pure

^ # curd, 3 of fat or butter, and 4)^ ofmilk-sugar—nearly all the rest is water.

( When new milk is set aside, the fat rises in the form of cream, and can be

I skimmed off ; a little vinegar or rennet separates the curd, and the sugar
}:•' is obtained by evaporating the whey. This sugar has the same compo-

sition as cane-sugar, but is harder and not so sweet. (See Q. 78, note.)

398. What does common hutter consist of f

, Jf H consists of fat, water, and a very little curd.
'

^ > A hundred !b. of fresh butter contain ^0 or 12 !b. ^f water, and about 1 of

I curd. The rest is fat.

I 899. What does cheese consist of f

C
'

Cheese consists of pure curd, buttey or fat, and water.

A hundred fi>. of cheese contain from 30 to 45 Tb. of water. Skim-milk
cheese contains from 6 to 10 lb. ofbutter in the hundred : full-milk cheese
from 20 to 30 fi>. of butter, and about as much pure curd, in the hundred.

' . About ninety thousand tons of cheese are made yearly in England, eight
' f thousand m Scotland, and four thousand in Irelunrl.

400. Are the quantity and quality of the milh affected "by the

hind' offood given to the cow f

Yes ; both are affected by the way in which the cow is led.

401. ^f you wished to make a coio give you the largest p,. mhle
quantity of milh, how would youfeed her ?'

I would give her rich juicy grass or clover, turnips with their

tops, green rye, brewers' grainss, warm mashes, or other food con-

taining much water, and I would supply her with whey or water to

drink when she would take it.

It is said that if a cow be liberally supplied with whey, a very copious yield
of milk is obtained. Sour drinks are also very grateful to milch cows.

^ 402. But to obtain milk of the best possible quality, would you
F do so ?

No. I would then give her drier food—such as oats, beans, bran,

oil-cake, and clover bay, along with her turnips or boiled food.

^ J,
403. J[f you wanted milk particularly rich in butter, what would

'

^
yoiL give f

I would give her the same kind of food as I would to a fattening

animal—oil-cake, oats, barley, Indian-corn meal, and some turnips.
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Okie lb. Of oilm^lte oAusM a obw to /told 1 Tty. taote tuiOc, imd makes all the
rest rioher. Two ft. a-dat may Se given if the milk is to be sold or used
as milk. If butter is to oe made, 1 ft. is enouffhy is more gives the
butter a tast^.

404. But ifyou feere going to malM oheete ofyour milh^ wouid you
giito the tame Mm qf/ood t

I would then prefer beans, pease, vetches, and clover, or cloTer

hay, with oil-cake—all of which make the miUi richer in curd

405. Why do they maJae it richer in eurd f

Becau'ie they contain a very large proportion of gluten, which
has nearly the same composition and properties as Uie ciud Of mUk.
The feeding with whey thickened with meal or grains is said, in the Btate

of New York, to have increased the yearly produce of cheese fh>m a
single cow by upwards of a hundred ft. If so, it must be more profit-

able to use whey ih this way than to gire it to pigs.

406. Do^ milk contain all the elements of anutritioua/ood t

Yes. The butter of milk supplies fe>t to the body, the curd sup-

ports the muscles, and the milk-sugar supplies the carbon for respi-

ration. Further, the ash or tnmeral of the milk su;^plies phosphates
for the bones and flesh, and salts for the blood.

The teacher may here exaniine his pupils as to the proportion of phos-
phates, Ac. in milk (Q. 287, ncite,) and may illustrate the striking analoey
in composition which exists between this animai food, prepared by the
mother for her young, and the vwetaMe food produced by the toil foi tb.e

general sustenance of msn, and, of all other animals. How truly the
earth is oui^ mother !

When examining them on these latter parts of the subject, the teachermay
draw the attention of his pupils also to the beautiftil chemical connection
which exists between the vegetable and animal kinsdoms, and especially

to the marked adaptation or the Uoinigf veattable to the wantt of the living

animal, which is exhibited in the fact, that the animal finds, ready formed
in the ripened plant, aa the youns animal does in the mother's milk, all

the most important substonces ofwhich ito own body is composed. The
gluten of the food it eats is neariy identical with the fibre of its muscles

|
le oil is similar in character to the fat of its body ; the bone-earth, and

other salts of the plant, supply mineral materials for its bones, blood,
and flesh ; while the starch and sugar fiSot^ the carbon which is requir-

ed for the purposes of respiration, and iot keeping the body warm.
Finally, he may also point out that, when the veffelable food has dis-

charged its office in the animal body, it returns to the earth in the form
of dung, only to enter into the roots of new plants, and thus to mroduce
new supplies of sustenance for other generations of animals. The en-

tire economy ofvegeteble and animal life, an4 all the changes experienced
by dead matter, are parts of one systen^—express, as it were, but
one idea—the offspring of Onb Mind.

By a little reflection on the various subjects treated of, he may thus engraft

a course of instruction in Natural Theology upon the purely practical

principles of this little book ; and mav thus make it instrumental, not
only in the intellectual, but also in what is much more important—the
moral training of his pupils.

PRmrSO BT BAMBS * OOXPAMr, SAIHT JOHN, M8W BRnMSWtOS.
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